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Foreword

The International Development Research Centre (IDRC) assists the
developing countries to carry out the research that is needed to support their
efforts in economic and social development It does so principally by .naking
grants for particular research projects in fields such as agriculture, health, and
social sciences. However, the Centre is also concerned wiiii helping the
developing countries to build the information systems and services that also will
provide a foundation for development planning and action. To this end, the
Centre has maintained an Information Sciences Division since its creation in
1970.

Developing countries n-;ed, first of all, to build mechanisms so that the
information that they generate themselves can be retrieved when it is needed for
development purposes. But, then, the developing countries also need mechanisms
that will deliver development information from the rest of the world. Such
mechanisms should be ones in which all countries work together as equal
partners, thus permitting the developing countries to escape from the conditions
of dependency.

The Centre sees the " international cooperative information system" as such
a mechanism, for it provides the framework within which developing countries
can both organize their own information and have access to the information from
others. It responds to the requirements of the declaration on a new international
economic order by organizing such exchanges on a basis of equity.

The Centre has therefore devoted significant resources to the establishment
of capacities within the developing countries to participate in the international
cooperative information systems that exist, principally AGRIS, the International
Information System for the Agricultural Sciences and Technology. It has also
provided resources to ensure that developing countries participate in discussions
of future such systems and their design.

Already in 1978 it was becoming apparent that "information" would be a
principal topic of discussion at the United Nations Conference on Science and
Technology for Development (UNCSTD), which had been scheduled to take
place in Vienna in August 1979. After discussions with several of the UN
agencies, and particularly with the Secretariat of UNCSTD, the Centre offered
resources for the convening of this meeting. The Centre is most happy that it was
possible to hold the meeting on the premises of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), which, with INIS (International Nuclear Information System),
led the way in the development of international cooperative information systems.
In Vienna, the participants were able not only to listen to the various papers
printed in this volume but also to see the operations associated with INIS; they
were also able to see the operations associated with AGRIS, because many of
these are carried out by IAEA under an agreement with FAO, the Food and
Agriculture Organization. The meeting was scheduled in such a way that the
participants — senior scientists invited from the developing countries — were



able to listen to the presentations but, thereafter, to prepare their own conclusions.
These, too, are recorded in this volume.

The Centre wishes to express its deep appreciation to the International
Atomic Energy Agency for the provision of its excellent conference facilities in
Vienna and for its cooperation in providing such a hospitable environment for the
participants. It also expresses its appreciation to the Secretariat of UNCSTD,
which collaborated closely in the preparations for the meeting, and to the various
organizations that released senior staff to explain the systems that are in
operation or under design. Particular thanks go to Dr Emile Samaha, who acted
as Scientific Secretary of the meeting, to Marilyn Campbell who began the editing
work for this volume, and to Amy Chouinard who completed it
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Opening Addresses

Sigvard Eklund

Director General, Internationa! Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria

It is a pleasure to welcome all of you. participants and organizers of the
Seminar on International Cooperative Information Systems. The Agency is very
pleased to participate in the organization of this Seminar, which is a preliminary
to the UN Conference on Science and Technology for Development to which, I
am confident, it will very usefully contribute.

For a number of reasons, it is exceptionally fitting that this Seminar should
take place here and at this time. During the past years, and especially during the
current one, there has been increased prominence given to international
cooperation throughout the world. A striking example is the agreement on arms
limitation recently signed in Vienna between the Soviet Union and the United
States.

At the heart of any cooperation is exchange of information, and there is no
doubt that without information transfer among parties — be it information on
technology, on talents, or on today's concerns — there is little basis for
cooperation. Aware of the fact that information is the principal resource for
cooperation, the world's nations have made significant progress in accumulating
it.

This has been achieved through the establishment of information and data
bases, sometimes called information and data banks. At the national level, central
operations for the collection, processing, and distribution of scientific and
technical information have been created within individual nations. At the
international level, exchange among nations has been achieved through bilateral
agreements. However, a barrier often exists to fuller international exchange
among these central systems; it is the differing standards and formats being used.
These incompatibilities are nonexistent in information systems designed for
international use.

In this regard, the Agency is particularly proud of the establishment, in 1969,
of the International Naclear Information System (INIS). This system provides
worldwide coverage of literature dealing with all aspects of the peaceful uses of
nuclear energy. It was the first international, fully decentralized, computer-based
information system in any field, and it has served as a model for the systems
developed by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). Its
publication, INIS Atomindex, first issued in April 1970, is the world's only
international abstracting service in the nuclear field. It is, therefore, a pleasure for
me to welcome here today, John Woolston, Director of the Information Sciences
Division of the International Development Research Centre, who was instrumental
in establishing INIS when he was Director of our Division of Scientific and
Technical Information. Now, I would like to wish you all an interesting Seminar
and a very pleasant stay in Vienna.



Ivan L. Head

President, International Development Research Centre, Ottawa, Canada

It is a great pleasure for me, on behalf of the International Development
Research Centre, to welcome participants to this Seminar.

We meet in Vienna, which is without question the most appropriate site for
these discussions. It is in this city next month that the United N ations Confe, ence
on Science and Technology for Development will take place. It is this city that is
host to the International Atomic Energy Agency, the UN agency that pioneered
international cooperative information systems with the design and implementa-
tion of INIS.

We enjoy this week the hospitality of the premises of IAEA and will benefit
in a few moments from 'Jie UNCSTD experience to date. IDRC is proud to join
with IAEA and the UNCSTD Secretariat to sponsor this symposium. We are
bold enough to do so for two reasons. The first is our long-held belief that
knowledge is not only valuable but also perishable; that in the developmental
process, knowledge is not only the most significant single ingredient but all too
often the least well husbanded. The second reason that prompts our sponsorship
is our unique role as the only institution in the world supporting development that
devotes a portion of its annual budget to the building of information programs in
the developing countries.

IDRC was created in 1970 by the Parliament of Canada in response to the
realization that considerable developmental research was needed if the devel-
oping countries were to gain the competence to fix their own goals and to solve
their own problems. The Centre is unlike any other organization. It continues to
be funded entirely by the Parliament of Canada; yet it is not in any sense part of
the Government of Canada. Its policies are set by a Board of Governors
composed of both Canadians and non-Canadians. Ten of the 21 mer./bers are
drawn from outside Canada, 6 of them from developing countries.

IDRC is distinct not only in what it is but as well in how it goes about its task.
Its concern is not simply to offer research support to the developing countries but
to do so in ways that increase the competence of researchers in those countries.
We do this by spending our funds in large measure in the developing regions
themselves, not in Canada. We finance research programs in most instances
chosen by scientists from those regions and operated by them. IDRC does not
itself conduct research; rather it assists in the identification process, in the choice
and refinement of methodology, in the monitoring of progress, and in the
evaluation of results.

The research projects and programs are of a practical, applied nature,
focusing primarily upon the rural poor. We encourage activity in the fields of
agriculture and health sciences. We assist the interdisciplinary refinement and
application of new technology and the necessary community adjustment to that
technology through work in the social sciences. We help often-isolated scientists
without access to the materials of their colleagues elsewhere through the creation of
information systems for basic developmental data and through the dissemination of
bibliographic and other materials, many of them prepared within the Centre.

In short, IDRC is international both in scope and in structure. And, most
important to our presence here today, IDRC is charged by its statute not only with
the task of fostering research — that is, supporting the search for new knowledge
— but as well with the task of fostering mechanisms for the dissemination of
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information — that is, assisting in the distribution of existing knowledge.
Each function is important, and each depends upon the other. Fresh

knowledge can quickly be mislaid and, so, effectively denied to all those capable
of putting it to use for the relief of the problems of humanity. Wisely distributed
however, that knowledge can release research scientists to pursue fresh chal-
lenges, confident that they are not reinventing the wheel. This symbiotic process,
in order to function, requires scientists and information experts each to
understand the work of the other. This week we have arranged for an introduction.

By their very nature, large-scale information activities are possible only
where cooperation exists among a number of institutions. Because information is
increasingly generated, and consumed, by governments, cooperation is most
required among governments. In turn, intergovernmental cooperation can best be
organized by the specialized agencies within the UN family as can be illustrated
in the case of AGRIS, where IDRC worked closely with FAO in its establish-
ment. Once AGRIS was in operation, IDRC was able with confidence to make
heavy investments in the establishment of agricultural information activities in
developing countries. AGRIS has now been operating regularly for more than 4
years; it collects from nearly 100 countries more than 50% of the world's new
agricultural documents. Many of ibese documents originate in developing
countries and, in the absence of AGRIS, would not have been collected at all.

During the next 2 decades, the population of the world will increase by 50%.
The already-burdened carrying capacity of this planet will be severely tested as 2
billion additional human beings compete with one another and with the existing 4
billion for the resources and the space they require to survive. In such
circumstances confidence will be needed as much as the basic essentials of food,
shelter, health care, and education — confidence that work is under way and
success being achieved to increase the production of food and make more efficient
its distribution; confidence that efforts are in train in North and South alike to
make manageable this immense global community and to deal wisely and
equitably with its resources and its biosphere.

Without a sense of confidence, the always-fragile fabric of civilized human
relations threatens to tear apart and to drop us into a new dark age of tension and
conflict. We cannot ailow this to happen.

A functioning network of cooperative information systems contributes
confidence because it disseminates not only knowledge but also an awareness
that others are dedicated to solving pressing problems, that there exists elsewhere
a resolve to overcome the discontinuities and incoherence of the human
condition. Such a network also reflects the realization that the political order of
humanity is at best tenuous and that a civilized relationship among the peoples of
the world has always been — and perhaps is now especially — a provisional
circumstance. For its sustenance and survival there is required a continued
dedication to a global ethic.

The work of this week's Seminar is primarily scientific, as is the work of most
of us in our own institutions. That work is of no moment, however, if it is not
pursued in full harmony with, and support of, the UN Charter and, in particular,
the goal of enhancing the dignity and the worth of human beings everywhere.
Behind our scientific endeavours lies that motivation.

I thank IAEA for so graciously extending to us the hospitality of its premises
and thank as well trie UNCSTD Secretariat for its support for this Seminar. To
the participants, I bid a warm welcome and offer warm wishes for productive
discussions.
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A.S. Kodatchenko

Principal Liaison Officer, UNCSTD, Vienna, Austria

Speaking on behalf of Joao Frank da Costa, secretary-general of the United
Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development, I would like to
emphasize the special significance of this Seminar for the success of UNCSTD.

The timing and importance of your deliberations cannot be overestimated;
the problem of creating and strengthening international cooperative information
systems will be one of the most outstanding topics of discussion during
UNCSTD.

You wili undoubtedly pay particular attention to elaboration of effective
mechanisms for the equitable sharing of knowledge among countries in accor-
dance with the recommendations of he declaration on a new international
economic order and in the interest of promotion of socioeconomic progress all
over the world. Thus, the program of your Seminar entirely coincides with the
proposed program of action of UNCSTD. which includes establishing a
worldwide network of information systems in science and technology. Therefore
your sessions can be rightly considered as direct and valuable input to
preparations for the Conference itself.

In your deliberations, please bear in mind the program of action proposed by
the "Groupof 77," the developing countries. The program of action is expected to
be the major outcome of the Conference. It should give guidance to the
international community for development of worldwide cooperation in the field of
science and technology for years ahead.

However, the program of action cannot be implemented without agreement
on at least two difficult issues.

One of the problems is the elaboration and establishment of effective
systems of financing of international cooperation in science and technology. Up
to now, there have been vast differences in the views of main groups of countries
participating in discussions.

The second problem remains the after-Conference institutional arrange-
ments. What are the most effective ways and means to enhance the role of the
United Nations in promoting international cooperation in science and tech-
nology? If these two problems can be resolved, the success of the Conference is
guaranteed.

In view of the above, I would like to stress the particular role that the
secretary-general of UNCSTD attaches to your Seminar. The valuable and
helpful considerations that should emerge from your discussions will greatly
facilitate the final preparatory activities for the Conference.

In conclusion, I would like once again, on behalf of the secretary-general, to
wish your Seminar every success in Finding solutions to the many complex and
long-standing problems that are under your consideration.
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Papers

International Cooperative Information Systems

John E. Woolston
Information Sciences Division, International Development Research
Centre, Ottawa, Canada

I have been asked to introduce the topic of international cooperative
information systems. I do not want to go into any detailed description of, for
example, INIS; Dr Pryor will be doing that Nor of AGRIS; Dr Cazacu will be
doing that What I am going to do today is to talk about the principles that underlie
these systems and the way in which they have historically come on the scene,
what they offer to the world, and in particular to the developing countries of the
world, in the field of information that is needed forpolicymaking and for decision-
making, first, as applied to science and technology, but also as applied more
generally to economic and social development.

Let me take the four words in the title of the seminar, "international
cooperative information systems," begin with the last one "systems," define it
and work backward adding each of the qualifying terms as I go. Firs*, "system."
Perhaps of all the terms, this is the most difficult to handle. The word "system" is
one of the most overworked words in the English language. We all use the term for
many different things, and the dictionary is of little help in defining "syslem" in
the context in which we are using it.

I like to think of a system as being an organized set of operations. If one is
talking about artificial systems as opposed to natural systems, then the
organization of the set of operations implies a design, a design that can be
modified as time goes on in the light of experience. But the organization did not
just happen; it did not come into being spontaneously; it was designed. Systems
have an input and an output. And, therefore, since they have an input and an
output, their efficiency can be measured. How much work is needed to provide the
input? How much useful work is achieved by the output? And the ratio of these,
whether expressed quantitatively or in some more subjective way, is a measure of
the efficiency of the system.

There are many artificial systems. On Saturday night 1 left Canada and
entrusted my baggage to the airline baggage delivery system. Alas, my baggage
was not at the airport when I got to Vienna That system disappointed me. All of
us expect a system to deliver, and we expect it to behave for us in a rather
straightforward way. One of the things we most look for from systems is simplicity
from the point of view of the user, accepting that for the designer and for the
operator it is indeed something quite complex.

I would now like to qualify the word "system" by the word "information"
and talk p.bout "information systems." An "information system" is something
that delivers information that is useful to the consumer, to the user of the system.

This text is an edited transcript of a tape-recording of Mr Woolston's remarks.
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But, of course, no information system generates information spontaneously. It
can only give to the user what has previously been given to it as input What it
delivers to the user is in fact a subset of what it has been given.

An information system works well if, when given a subset from the total mass
of information that is within the system, it responds effectively to the selection
criteria put to it by the user. A user can come to the system and say, "Give me the
information that is in the system and that deals with a particular subject": that is
applying subject as a parameter of selection. One could also go to the system
and say "Give me all the information that deals with a particular country or a
particular region of the world": that is applying a geographic parameter to the
selection of information from the system. One can ask the system to give
information that originally came from particular sources, from particular
institutions, or particular individuals. Or one can ask an information system for
information of a particular tvpe: "Give me the information that has statistics
within it," for example. So by specifying these different parameters, subject,
geographic, source, and type parameters, the user can require that the system
delivers only relevant information.

Often such parameters can reduce a very large number of pieces of
information to a much smaller number of pieces of information — a difference of
orders of magnitude. Although there are now nearly half a million items in the
INIS file, one can easily go to INIS and, by specifying search parameters quite
precisely, select as few as 40 or, in some cases, as few as 4. The selective
mechanism has the power to reduce a set by factors of the order of I05, and this is
quite possible with our present technology. The subset, of course, has to be
relevant to the user. You can measure the effectiveness of the system by (he
degree to which the selection works, whether the subset that is produced is
relevant, whether there are items that are not relevant — "noise" that the system
generates. If the information system contains relevant items and does not deliver
these when the user.' puts in a command, the system's operation is ineffective.
Thus there are methods for looking at an information system and seeing whether
or not it is effective.

There are many different kinds of information systems handling different
types of information. One can have information systems where the unit items are
descriptions of projects: research projects, development projects. There are
information systems where the units are descriptions of people and their talents,
their capabilities to do particular types of work: for example, one can have an
information system that is a register of consultants, an information system that
describes institutions and the work that they do, the capacities they have for doing
work for others. And finally, perhaps most importantly, there are information
systems that identify documents, documents that themselves contain informatioa
These are called bibliographic systems: INIS and AGRIS are bibliographic
systems.

I will concentrate on the bibliographic systems, partly because they are more
numerous and partly because they serve as a model of the whole family of such
systems. An information system does not have to be computerized; there are
information systems that operate by manual methods or by semiautomatic
methods. There is no magic number of records above which a computer becomes
necessary for operating an information system. I believe that if more than 10 000
items a year are added to the system, then computerization is almost essential.
With fewer than 10 000 items a year, one may manage with semiautomatic or
manual methods.
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Now, I would like to mention a term that I do not particularly like but that
belongs in the jargon of the business, and if I am not careful I will use it without
defining it "data bass." The information that is put into a system is compiled and
held by the system ir. some sequence depending on the design of the system. The
description of a document in a bibliographic system can range from 600 to
perhaps 5000 characters. Each set of characters that describes one document
must be kept together in a "record." IF, say, 100 000 records are properly
sequenced in a file (for example, on magnetic tape or on disk), they constitute a
"data base."

I would like now to give a bit of historical perspective to the types of data base
that have been constructed in the past and that are being constructed today. In
fact, I'd like to go all the way back to the late i 9th century when this type of work
began (when, of course, there were no computers). At that time the lead was taken
essentially by academies of science or by scientific societies in particular
disciplines. For exwnple, one cf the first information systems. Chemical
Abstracts, was started by the American Chemical Society. In what is now the
Soviet Union, the Academy of Sciences began the Referativny Zhurnal. In the
early days it was the scientists themselves who took the lead; the methods were
purely manual, and the information systems were built around a scientific
discipline. There were services in chemistry, services in physics, and, later on,
services in different aspects of engineering.

If one proceeds through the years into the interwar period or the period
immediately following the Second World War, one finds that there was a shift and
that the initiatives for new information systems were increasingly assumed by
quasigovernmental bodies — especially by national research councils. In France,
for example, the Conseil national de recherche scientifique developed the
Bulletin signaletique. A little later — mostly during and after the Second World
War— one begins to see the development of information systems whose scope is
defined not by scientific disciplines but by economic activities. A good example is
the information systems that were built by atomic energy commissions and were
precursors of INIS. The U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration
developed a space-science information system, and the U.S. National Agri-
cultural Library, an agricultural information system. People began to realize that
information had economic value and that it was worth investing public funds for
the development of information systems. Now perhaps, the shift has gone even
further central agencies of government are taking responsibility for building
information systems and for providing the funds and the investments that are
needed. Sometimes, the initiative comes from the presidency of a republic, as in
the case of Morocco, sometimes from a ministry of planning or of coordination as
in the case of Mexico or Bolivia.

The shift in responsibility away from the scientific community and toward
the central government agsneies has been accompanied by a shift in the way the
systems are defined. New systems are seldom now defined by discipline. The old
systems — for biology, for chemistry, for physics — continue to meet important
needs, but the new systems are not discipline-oriented. They are mission-
oriented. The mission is some economic purpose — to promote the peaceful uses
of atomic energy, to grow more food — which can be realized only if one collects
information from many different disciplines; so the mission-oriented systems are
multidisciplinary.

The most recent systems that have been started or proposed are ones that
take economic and social development as the mission, and the purpose is
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identifying and delivering information that can be useful in planning and in
decision-making related to the development of a country. Hence they are
concerned not only with scientific aid technical information that may be
important in decision-making but al: o with economic information, social
information, legislative information.

So far, I have covered two words:" u. formation systems." I would now like to
bring in the word "cooperative." Whi • is meant by "cooperative information
systems"? Cooperative information systems are those that are produced and
maintained by partner organizations. I think the move toward cooperative
information systems comes from a realization that no one institution can do the
whole job unless the subject is extremely narrowly defined. Language presents a
problem: useful information appears in many different languages. It is true that a
few languages predominate, but if one restricts oneself to those few languages,
then one may miss a great deal of useful material. More important than the
language problem, I believe, is the problem of how to find the information. In the
old days, when the focus was on discipline-oriented information, one could find
most of it in papers published in scientific journals. Scientists were interested in
new discoveries, new increments to knowledge, and the scientific journals cover
this information well — probably 90% or more of what is needed. But with the
move toward mission-oriented systems where the concern is application of
knowledge not only in science but in economic and social development looking in
the scientific journals is not enough. One must look in a lot of other places too.
One needs to find the nonconventional documents — reports produced by
different institutions, patents, theses, etc. Government documents, statements
that are made by ministers, answers to questions in a parliament, all these items
are important in the new context. The interest is not only in discoveries but also in
experiences. The way in which a country applies knowledge to development
projects may not be novel, but the result — be it positive, negative, or indif-
ferent — is of value to people, particularly within the country itself. To find such
information, one needs to search within the country. One cannot sit in London or
Washington, D.C., or Moscow, and be able to get this kind of information from
Mexico and Argentina and Kenya. Only the Mexicans, the Argentinians, and the
Kenyans can find this information within their countries. Consequently one does
need cooperation.

A cooperative information system is one where several, maybe many,
institutions are involved in discovering information, reporting it so that it can be
added to a data base, and then using the data base for their own purposes. Some
moves have been made to make the older systems more cooperative. The
American Chemical Society, for example, now has people working for it in many
different countries to help find chemical information and report it for inclusion in
the data base Chemical Abstracts. Making such a move brings into play technical
factors that mean one must be a good deal more organized than when a system is
operated by a single institution, particularly if the system is computerized.
Computers are very unintelligent; they cannot interpret words that are misspelled
or only to a very limited degree. One must apply rigorous standards in a
computerized system; if it is a cooperative system then, of course, all the
cooperating partners must apply the same standards. The standards must be
prepared, they must be agreed, they must be written down. And then the
participants must be trained; so a training program for the different participants is
a first consideration. One must build in quality control to check what the
participants are doing. And, obviously, if an institution is going to contribute input,
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it >s also going to want to have its say about the output. It wants to be sure that
outputs are provided that are going to be useful to it as well as to the other
organizations that are involved. So, along with cooperation for the preparation of
input, one also has to build new management mechanisms that give a voice to
each of the participants.

Now let me add the word "international" in front of the three terms already
described. An "international cooperative information system": what is meant by
that? In the context of this meeting, I think the adjective "international" must be
applied in its full sense — cooperation among nations, cooperation among the
governments of nations. There are strong incentives for governments to get
together and organize this type f̂ cooperation: but how do they do so?
Governments do not wani to build :iew international mechanisms unnecessarily;
so. wherever possible, they will choose to use existing mechanisms. In general
this means the international, intergovernmental agencies tliat make up the United
Nations system. It is these agencies that are called upon to build the international
cooperative information systems.

Why should governments be involved? Why not just let scientific societies
handle the work? I think the reason that governments are becoming involved in
this type of international cooperation is that governments are some of the most
significant producers of information, particularly information that is clearly
mission-oriented. Governments control the information they produce: they
decide whether to make it available — to their citizens and to foreigners.
Governments are more ready to do so if they can look forward to receiving
information from other governments in exchange. And also governments are
potentially the major users of information. If information systems are to be
mission-oriented, used in the pursuit of goals in policymaking and decision-
making, then the information must be delivered to government officials who will
use it in their performance of these functions — and this can best be assured if
governments are in fact the members of the community that cooperate to build the
system. What are the major characteristics of a cooperative information system?
There are significant common characteristics that have been embodied in INIS.
that have been adopted by AGRIS, and that have been proposed for several
other systems. The most important of these characteristics is what I call "the
territorial formula": each member country is responsible for identifying the
relevant information that is produced within its own territory — and only the
information produced in its territory. Austria identities the Austrian information;
France identifies the French information; Canada identifies the Canadian
information. And, as each country reports its information, this is added to the data
base. The territorial formula provides something that is useful technically and
that, I believe, is equitable from the point of view of the sharing of work among
nations. It is useful technically because it eliminates any possibility of duplication.
Canada will not report Austrian information; Austria will not report Canadian
information. If one were to divide up responsibilities in some other way. by
subject for example, and asked Canada to report information in one field and
Austria to report information in another subject field, the separation would not be
as precise because subjects overlap with each other and selection becomes a
matter of intellectual judgment So the territorial formula ensures that there is no
duplication of information coming into the system. But it is also equitable:
countries that have big programs have a lot of work to do, whereas countries that
have small programs have a smaller amount of work to do, for the amount of
information that a country produces is roughly proportional to the amount of
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activity it has in the subject area. But then each country is entitled to receive the
total data base. It is up to the management of the system to offer the data base in
the forms in which it can best be used. In INIS and AGRIS the data base is
offered both in printed form with indexes and on magnetic tape so that it can be
searched on national computers. Each country can select from the total data base
the information that is most important to it.

Moreover, the formula ensures that all the participants have a voice in the
management of the system. There is no central authority arbitrarily saying, "it
shall be so." What is necessary is the development of consultative mechanisms
by which the participating countries can sit down with each other and agree on
how a system is going to be developed. The rules are accepted by consensus. And
this has big advantages for the participants: each knows that the rules will not be
changed suddenly or arbitrarily. Rules will be changed only by consensus, and
each participant has a voice in that consensus. So the system has a certain built-in
stability, one that a more centralized operation might not have. Another benefit
that has been developed is one that ensures that when payments must be made,
these payments are in national currency. This contrasts with what applies in the
case of centralized systems, for the products of which one must pay in the
currency of the country where the system has been developed this is not easy for
many of the developing countries. On the other hand, if a system is managed by an
international agency in the UN family, the first set of products come free of
charge. If more are needed, then — as with all publications of the UN family
whether on paper, on microfiche, or on magnetic tape — mechanisms exist that
permit one to pay in local currency.

Finally, of course the central costs of such a system are borne on the budget
of the intergovernmental agency that is acting as manager on behalf of all the
countries. These are therefc.3 shared among the participants according to the
usual United Nations assessment formula. The rich countries pay more, and the
poorer countries pay less. I submit that one cannot think of anything more
equitable than that' In the declaration on a new international economic order,
there are several statements that call for the sharing of knowledge among
countries on a basis of equity. I believe that, in the international cooperative
information system, the mechanism for sharing information among countries is
on the basis of equity. I am hoping that, as the week proceeds, the participants
here who are from developing countries will put their questions to those of us
who have been concerned with the design and operation of such systems. I believe
that we can demonstrate that it is a most equitable device for making knowledge
available to all.

Now I would like to try to anticipate one of the questions that might be asked.
Given a big data base with hundreds of thousands of documents described in it,
some selection parameters so that out of that big data base one can select the
dozens or the hundreds that may deal with a particular topic, what is available is
still a lot of undigested material, really only an inventory. How can one digest this
and select the documents, the facts, the figures, the opinions that guide in
decision-making? And let me immediately admit that these big international
cooperative information systems do not go that far, they do not digest But I think
one can also ask the question, should they digest? Because immediately one starts
that process, there is another judgment being applied. Whose judgment will be
acceptable? What biases are going to be put into the digestion process?

Should not the users do the digesting, in their own organizations — whether
ministries or research institutions — so that they can be sure that no biases are put in
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or, if biases are put in, at least they are the user's own biases? It is true, of course,
that the top decision-maker cannoi spend days reading hundreds of pages of
information. But a top decision-maker has staff, and perhaps that is their chief
responsibility — to digest information for the decision-maker.
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Intergovernmental Conference on Scientific
and Technological Information for
Development (UNISIST II): Main Issues and
Results
W. Lohner

Division of the General Information Programme, UNESCO, Paris,
France

The Intergovernmental Conference on Scientific and Technological In-
formation for Development (UNISIST II) was held in Paris from 28 May to 1
June 1979. It was attended by delegates representing 90 member states of
UNESCO and 2 nonmember states. A total 35 organizations of the United
Nations system, other intergovernmental organizations, and international non-
governmental organizations and foundations were represented by observers. The
Conference was attended, in all. by 227 delegates and 50 observers.

The purpose of the Conference as set out in the Approved Programme and
Budget for 1979-1980 was: "The Conference, which will review developments
since the UNISIST Intergovernmental Conference of 1971. will make recom-
mendations on future activities in scientific and technical information and will
contribute to the United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for
Development (UNCSTD)."

The Main Working Document was drawn up according to a plan that followed
items 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 of the provisional agenda of the Conference and
comprised:

• Part A, which reviewed the achievements since the UNISIST Inter-
governmental Conference of 1971 and provided background information for their
assessment;

• Part B, which dealt with the general problem of the flow and utilization of
scientific and technological information and its role in development; and

• Part C, which set out ideas and suggestions that could facilitate the
shaping of strategies for future action at the national, regional, and international
levels and underlined some of the main issues.

In his opening address to UNISIST II, the director-general outlined the
background to UNISIST, which had originally been conceived as a flexible,
evolving system for keeping abreast of the huge volume of complex scientific and
technological information becoming available. Following the decisions adopted
by the General Conference in Nairobi in 1976, UNISIST had become an integral
part of the General Information Programme, which covered all the organization's
activities relating to information, libraries, and archives. It then provided a
general conceptual framework that could be applied to the whole range of
knowledge and of world information resources.
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Reminding the meeting that development issues had already been a matter of
concern when UNISIST was first conceived and established, he went on to say
that a variety of obstacles to the flow of information, especially to developing
countries, still exist. Information, the product of the scientific and technological
efforts made by the whole of humanity, is an essential resource to which all
countries should have free access, and consideration should be given to the way in
which scientific and technological information fits into the development process.

The more readily a society can obtain access to abundant and varied
information, drawn from worldwide sources, the freer it is to make choices suited
to its own style of development and to the goals that it has set. It is essential that
the information systems set up in the developing countries be given freer access to
all the scientific knowledge and know-how needed for progress and that such
information be used to promote the generation and strengthening, in every state,
of scientific and technological potential, which is the key factor in all endogenous
development and in every country's capacity for innovation.

He invited the participants to consider how far UNISIST had gone in
meeting the changing requirements of the member states tc engage in a closer
analysis of the role of scientific and technological information in endogenous
development, and to refine the techniques for using such information for the
achievement of specifically defined objectives. He also asked them to give
thought to the effects on scientific and technological information of the rapid
progress made by communication and information technology, and especially by
informatics. The progress achieved had made it easier to set up universal systems
that couid improve the flow of information between countries with a high
scientific potential and those where thai potential was lower.

He stressed the importance of the discussions the Conference participants
would be having on strategies for future action at the national, regional, and
international levels and of their recommendations. At the national level, needs
had to be identified and policies devised to meet those needs; information had to
be used effectively and made more accessible; and advanced information
technology had to be judiciously applied while obstacles to the free flow of
information were systematically eliminated.

At the regional and international levels, UNESCO intended to provide
opportunities for participation in major programs of intellectual cooperation in
the scientific field and to act as a catalyst facilitating access to sources of scientific
and technological information

In conclusion, he reminded the meeting that UNISIST would henceforth be
concerned with the social and economic value of scientific and technological
information for the purposes of development and that the recommendations of
UNISIST II would be communicated, in an appropriate form, to the United
Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development, which was
expected to devote special attention to the role of information. Those recommen-
dations were expected to make a real contribution to solving the problems of
facilitating the flow of scientific and technological information, ensuring that
every country had free access to information and that the information was used
and applied effectively for development purposes.

J.F. da Costa, secretary-general of the United Nations Conference on
Science and Technology for Development (UNCSTD), also spoke to the
delegates, emphasizing UNESCO's vital role in UNCSTD and the important
contribution that UNISIST II could make. He stressed three major developments
that had occurred since UNISIST I: the affirmation of a new economic order,
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based on justice and the correction of imbalances; the new orientation of the
United Nations system toward development objectives; and the new broader
conception of development itself that had emerged.

He defined a number of characteristics of this new concept of development it
should be total, original, self-supporting, and endogenous. It should promote
cooperation; it must be consistent, coherent, and integrated. It should respect the
integrity of the total environment, and it should be planned and should involve the
active participation of government authorities. It must be founded on justice and
an equitable social order. It must be democratic, yet also competitive and
innovative; and it should be based on a realistic definition of national rules. He
saw many of these characteristics in the development of the UNISIST program
and indicated that these would be the interfaces between UNlSfST II and
UNCSTD.

The delegates regarded the presentation of issues in the Main Working
Document as clear and challenging and felt that a conference so prepared was
certain to make a significant impact on both the future program ofUNESCO and
the discussions on information problems at the United Nations Conference on
Science and Technology in August 1979.

There was general satisfaction with the clear, honest, and self-critical tone of
Part A of the Main Working Document Most delegates felt that the UNISIST
program had been a pioneering venture and an encouraging success. The original
recommendations of the 1971 conference had been sound and were still relevant
to the largely changed economic and social conditions of today. Many countries,
especially the developing countries, still had to develop coherent national
policies, set up and coordinate the necessary information infrastructures, and
establish systematic programs for education and training of professional informa-
tion workers and of final users of information, who range from economic planners
to grass-roots workers in local communities.

The theme of Part B of the Main Working Document, "The Flow and
Utilization of Scientific and Technological Information and its Role in Develop-
ment," much influenced discussion of Part A. Several member states, especially
those from developing countries, saw an inevitable transformation of the
UNISIST program from one primarily concerned with scientific and techno-
logical information for its own sake to one concerned with the use of this
information, along with economic, social, cultural, and managerial information
as an essential but increasingly complex tool in the broad process of national
development UNISIST was seen to be a leading international program in this
wider context, as well as in the original context, provided its science content was
not reduced. Its role was well-recognized — inside and outside the United
Nations family — and the main problems, in planning for its future, were how to
change course to meet the new, wider objectives while retaining the essential,
beneficial elements of the original program. In particular, the need was to provide
better access to information needed for development to handle better the
information, and to ensure better use of the resources. There was wide satisfaction
with UNESCO's decision to extend UNISIST principles to the social sciences.

All four subobjectives of the UNISIST program received substantial support
from individual member states. Education and training of professionals and users
was mentioned by almost every speaker, emphasis was placed on the importance
of providing a supply of trained personnel to staff the policy organizations and the
systems and services within member states and (equally important) of educating
the users of information to make effective use of the services.
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Several speakers noted the importance of UNESCO's information policy
activities and of those concerned with the building of information infrastructures,
i.e., systems and services. They placed special emphasis on the need for each
nation to have designated agencies to supply UNESCO with information on their
needs.

It became clear that there is a fundamental relationship between these two
subobjectives — policies and infrastructures. Creation of infrastructures is only
straightforward within a properly conceived national policy framework, but
national policy, in so far as it means coordination of effort becomes meaningful
only when there are significant infrastructures to coordinate. The application of
computer techniques was a concern to many delegates. Several delegates felt that
in the past the emphasis had been on bibliographic information services: now
more emphasis was needed on factual, evaluative, and repackaging services.

Countries stressed the importance of UNISIST attempts to promote, and
secure, action on norms ana standards for information and library procedure,
giving particular emphasis to the value of guides already issued. They strongly
urged the application of standards in developing countries.

Discussion centred on the emphasis in the UNISIST program on regional
policies and structures. Member states in general believed that international
cooperation is essential to the systematic development and use of information
systems in member states. This cooperation may be between developed
countries, between developing countries, or between developed and developing
countries. However, cooperation is not easy. The size of area is important, a
subregion sometimes being more appropriate than a geographic region. Geography
is not always the dominant feature of a region; for instance language can be more
important and common economic, social, or cultural problems can offer a good
basis for cooperation.

Member states drew particular attention to the fact that UNESCO, with its
present resources, could not achieve all legitimate aims in a short period and
needed to concentrate on priorities.

To sum up, delegates felt that the UNISIST program had made considerable
achievements and that the benefits had justified the costs. However, the program
would have to be adjusted to emerging objectives related to development programs.

Scientific and technological information and its role in development

The role of scientific and technological information in development was
viewed by many delegates as a major factor in determining future activities within
the United Nations family. There was general recognition of the timeliness of the
UNISIST II Conference. Coming 3 months before UNCSTD, it could provide a
significant input to UNCSTD discussions on information problems in economic
and social development Scientific and technological information and other types
of information needed for purposes of development were seen to be essential to
development This approach led speakers to conclude that

• Information is an international resource and publishable information
should be freely available (i.e., without undue restriction) to all users in all
countries;

• National structures must be strengthened so that they are capable of
receiving and handling information and promoting its effective utilization; the
cost of doing this will be relatively high in the smaller and less-developed countries if
they are to achieve a basic minimum of service;
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• National information poiicies should be developed at a suitably high level
so that they promote both awareness and utilization of existing universal
information systems and the creation or improvement of local sources of
information, which are essential to the development process:

• Information, for this purpose, should be defined loosely to include not just
bibliographic information but data banks, patents, and other sources of factual,
and when appropriate, evaluated information;

• Increased emphasis should be placed on the repackaging of information in
appropriate languages for the many different users in development activities:

• The circumstances of each country are unique and need to be considered
carefully in plans to introduce a model information system; and

• The UNISIST program, because of its achievements and its prospects, is
particularly well fitted to stimulate and support the promotion of developments
outlined above.

The delegates, especially those from developing countries, recognized the
important role of information at UNCSTD and of UNESCO in following up the
UNCSTD recommendations. They agreed that UNCSTD discussions should be
built on foundations laid by UNISIST. which should remain the focus of future
activities in this field. The aims of UNCSTD could well be reached by reorienting
the already successful UNISIST program. Several countries clearly opposed the
creation of a new information agency within the United Nations.

Several delegates recognized UNISIST work as being an essential contribu-
tion to the new international economic order. The economic imbalance between
developed and developing countries was seen to be as marked in the information
field as in others.

The developing countries repeatedly called for efforts to promote an
unrestricted flow of publishable information from all sources to all users. Some
delegates saw this as a one-way flow — from universal sources of information in
developed countries to users in developing countries. Others saw it as more
complex — a flow between developing countries as well, especially those that
could h?lp each other, and from developing to developed countries.

Strategies for the future

Part C of the Main Working Document was a comprehensive and helpful
basis for discussion. In fact, the discussion was mainly an amplification of the
strategy outlined in the document, although several delegates pointed out that
UNESCO, with its limited resources needed to establish priorities among the new
and continuing elements of the program, concentrating on activities that it is able to
conduct most :uccessfully.

Many speakers confined their remarks to identification of broad areas of
priority and showed particular concern for the continuing objectives of the
program, in particular the creation of national and regional infrastructures within
an appropriate policy framework and the education and training of professionals
to staff the structures and of users to make effective use of the services. There was
wide agreement that building up national ability to generate, handle, disseminate,
and retrieve information was a paramount task of UNESCO. But, in this area, as
in others, UNESCO could only act as a catalyst — by means of well-chosen
activities. Success would depend on member states freely accepting their share of
responsibility, especially in the provision of finance and personnel for continuing
operations.
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Discussion about infrastructures was much influenced by a general accep-
tance of greater emphasis on users — their needs, their education, and their
motivation. A wide variety uf users engage in the development process, and they
need tailor-made services. In general, they need information that has been
selected carefully, evaluated, and presented in forms suitable for them. They also
need extension services to convey this repackaged information to technically
unqualified users both at the higher levels of policymaking and planning and the
grassroots of development in rural and other small enterprises. One delegate
placed particular importance on information analysis centres and on the
provision of reliable scientific data, as in the International Council of Scientific
Unions (ICSU)/CODATA program, which had received and, in his view, should
continue to receive, UNESCO support.

UNESCO's role was to provide advice and encouragement through
guidelines, seminars, direct aid, etc. The relationship between UNESCO and
member states was seen as one of partnership that would exist a long time.

The constant stress on UNESCO's work in the field and on the fundamental
relationship between educatioa'training and the proper functioning of any
information system or service was punctuated by speakers who drew attention to
two serious and related problems in developing countries — the "brain drain" of
trained information specialists to other forms of employment and the consequent
need to raise the (usually low) status of information workers.

Recommendations

The Conference unanimously adopted three recommendations addressed
to UNCSTD, to UNESCO member states, and to UNESCO.

The Conference recalled that UNISIST is the only general information
program within the United Nations system providing "a conceptual framework
for the establishment of national and international scientific and technological
information systems and services to facilitate access to the world information
resources and to create the necessary conditions for systems interconnection and
compatibility."

To build on present achievements, UNESCO was urged to continue the
implementation of the UNISIST program while strengthening its user-oriented
strategy; to facilitate the free flow and use of information, not only in the fields of
science and technology, but in all subjects including the social sciences-, to
develop a flexible world cooperation of information systems, networks, and
services, including the economic, social, and cultural aspects of information and,
thus, ensuring maximum effectiveness in all fields of development; to give
priority to the development of infrastructures, to the training and education of
information personnel and users, to the formulation of information policies, and
to the dissemination of relevant methods, norms, and standards in cooperation
with international nongovernmental organizations wherever possible; to assist in
the creation, strengthening, and development, upon request, of national, regional,
and international information systems while fostering creativity, innovation, and
the maximum utilization of local information sources; to assist member states in
setting up information analysis and data centres as well as specialized information
institutions and international, regional, subregional, and national referral services
for the collection and dissemination of information on world sources of
information; and to facilitate the adaptation of advanced information and com-
munication technologies by member states by means of specific projecls.
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The Conference recommended that UNESCO member siatss develop and
strengthen their national information policies and systems; organize the training of
qualified information personnel; remove obstacles to the free flow of information,
ensuring greater freedom of access to government and private sources of scientific
information

Addressing itself to UNCSTD. the UNISIST Ii Conference stressed that
scientific and technological information is a national and international resource
to which all countries have the same right of access; national information systems
and networks need trained information specialists, infrastructures (data banks,
libraries, documentation centres, archives, hardware, and software), and in-
formation handling procedures and techniques, tools, methods, norms, and
standards for their development; given that national and international informa-
tion services and systems develop in a compatible fashion, it will be technically
feasible to establish flexible, cooperative international networks of information
systems and services for the exchange of scientific and technical information and
that this will necessitate substantial resources and a continuous goodwill and
cooperation among nations and international systems; the creation, maintenance,
and development of national information infrastructures in developing countries
necessitate large financial assistance; UNISIST. as an existing, unique, and
dynamic program, should play a central role in the new activities relating to
scientific and technological information, with due support from UNESCO's
sectors covering the natural sciences, the social sciences, education, and
communications; UNESCO, through the UNISIST program, with the coopera-
tion of its member states, with organizations of the UN system in which its
program occupies a special position, and with other international government and
nongonvernment organizations, has been the leading United Nations agency to
work toward the establishment of an international flexible network of information
systems and services based on voluntary cooperation.

In conclusion, UNISIST II recommended that UNCSTD, " when elaborating
guidelines for future action to be undertaken by the United Nations on scientific
and technological information, should take full advantage of the considerable
experience accumulated primarily by UNESCO through UNISIST, and also by
other United Nations Agencies in operating their respective specialized informa-
tion systems and services within the conceptual framework of UNISIST. and
should avoid the creation of new programmes and structures within the United
Nations system which could duplicate the work of existing agencies."
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The International Nuclear Information System
(INIS)
Harold E. Pryor
Division of Scientific and Technical Information, IAEA, Vienna,
Austria

1980 is the 10th anniversary of INIS. John Woolston was here at the
beginning and I'm going to be here next year at the 10th anniversary so at this
Seminar we've got a 10-year span covered. It is quite a milestone. I think, because
it was an undertaking that was ambitious to say the least and it has been extremely
successful. Wl;at I would like to do is to share my views on why the program has
been successful. I think the first reason goes back to the initiators. I looked
through the files and picked out the 1968 report of the INIS study team; a few
lines from the chapter called Basic Assumptions indicate that this group of people
designing something that hadn't been tried before included some very wise people
indeed:

The main feature of INIS is that the international control of the literature
of nuclear science should be based on maximum decentralization consistent
with reasonable efficiency....To maximize the transfer of information there
must be some central control and administration....Clearly the rules for
bibliographic description must be unequivocal and uniformly applicable, of
consistency, so that large and small countries with widely varying traditions
of documentation can work to one system....The discretion for the inclusion or
exclusion of any item rests entirely with each national centre....The aim must
be to arrive at an agreed form for input both in terms of bibliographical
elements and file structure so that tapes can be merged with a minimum of
conversion. ...INIS has a major responsibility to make all of the literature of its
mission, the nuclear sciences, available to all of its Members so as to
supplement present bilateral arrangements. In fact, guaranteed access to the
documents, as hard copy or microcopy, that are included in the tapes or
printed lists is a basic function of this service.

Now those were some of the basic assumptions that were decided upon in the
original design and they have certainly stood the test of time.

In 1975 the second INIS advisory committee met They thought the guiding
principles should be: first to maintain the high quality of INIS; to introduce
changes infrequently and only after they had been tested carefully to ensure their
smooth introduction; to continue to evaluate developments in information
processing technology so that those that improve the effectiveness of INIS can be
incorporated; and to take into account the need to observe international standards
when changes are introduced and to ensure that INIS does not get out of step with
what is being done worldwide. Once again, those guiding principles stood the test
of time; the third advisory committee, which met in February of this year, endorsed
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those same principles. So INIS got off to a good start Its designers seemed to know
what they were doing and to have conceived a good solid approach to an
international information system.

But let me look at INiS from today's perspective. What makes the system
successful? There are many factors contributing to success in the current INIS set-
up. Decentralized input is one; the advantages include comprehensive, non-
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duplicating coverage, involvement by the member states of the International
Atomic Energy Agency, and an interest in the success of the program. To have
successful decentralized input, however, you need to do two things: you need to
prepare detailed guidelines to the member states and to provide training. A great
deal of work must be done to produce documented instructions on how the inputs
must be submitted, and the written documentation needs to be supplemented with
training. Also, there must be adequate means for input and feedback between the
inputting centres and the central Secretariat The communications are essential so
that when some of the guidelines are not observed people can be informed
immediately and measures taken to correct problems. The central operations of
INIS are linked with member states through national centres, each with an INIS
liaison officer (Fig. 1).

The second factor in the success of the program is the "territorial formula."
There are two things involved: the rights of the member states as an important
return for the input that they send to the system and the responsibility of the
members to submit the nuclear literature produced in their country. They have
full rights to the entire file, to the entire data base, within their country. The output
from INIS comprises magnetic tapes, a bimonthly abstracting journal Atom index,
and microfiche (Fig. 2). An INIS liaison officer has been appointed in each
country, and any exploitation, any use of the INIS data base, has to be approved
by the officer. Within their country, the liaison officers have full control over the
use of the INIS data base. These rights and responsibilities seem to have been
balanced well, and the cooperation has always been excellent, certainly an
important aspect of the program.

The third factor in the success is the strong central management, which is
very responsive to the member states through the liaison officers. INIS liaison
officers meet once a year, and during their meeting central staff listen carefully.
We don't do anything to the INIS program — we don't make any changes —
without notifying the liaison officers and giving them a chance to respond to the
proposed changes. This means that sometimes it takes a long time to introduce a
new change; the input from member states is essential because INIS is their
system. That's where the users are.

Another factor is an intangible one. There's a tremendous spirit of goodwill
and cooperation in the INIS program. The liaison officers are very interested in
doing a good job, in submitting good input They want to make the system work.
They also want to make effective use of the output They are very interested in
working with the Secretariat to expand their services to their users. This goodwill
and cooperation is very important because that's where much of the motivation is
generated.
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AGRIS — Système international d'information
pour les sciences et la technologie agricoles

Florea Cazacu
Division de la Bibliothèque et des Systèmes documentaires, Organisation
des Nations Unies pour l'alimentation et l'agriculture, Rome (Italie)

Pourquoi AGRIS?

La place de l'agriculture dans le processus de développement économique et
social n'a pas besoin d'être soulignée, surtout dans les pays en voie de
développement Tous ceux qui sont engagés dans ce processus : planificateurs,
administrateurs, chercheurs, ingénieurs, techniciens, agriculteurs, agents de
vulgarisation, etc., ont besoin d'information agricole : information sur les
derniers progrès relatifs à leurs domaines d'activités et information sur les
expériences poursuivies dans leur pays ou ailleurs dans des conditions similaires.
C'est ainsi que les pays peuvent profiter des progrès de la science et de la
technologie, éviter les erreurs ou les duplications et utiliser d'une manière
optimale les ressources disponibles et souvent limitées. Tout cela, bien sûr, en
vue d'améliorer et d'augmenter la production agricole et alimentaire pour
répondre aux besoins essentiels toujours croissants de la population et pour
assurer un développement rural plus harmonieux.

Chaque année, environ 250 000 documents sont produits par suite de telles
recherches, études et expériences de développement effectuées partout dans le
monde. Dans les pays en voie de développement, on estime à plus de 35 000 le
nombre de projets en cours.

Les documents sont produits sous forme d'articles de périodiques, de livres,
de rapports, de thèses, de comptes rendus de conférences, etc. dont une grande
partie n'est pas disponible par le canal habituel de distribution commerciale des
livres et périodiques.

Aucun pays n'est en mesure, isolément, de repérer, répertorier, puis choisir
et obtenir cette documentation qui s'accroît exponentiellement. De nombreux
pays n'ont pas même le contrôle bibliographique de (et donc l'accès à) leurs
propres documents, gaspillant ainsi les investissements qui ont servi à produire
l'information contenue dans ces documents.

C'est pour aboutir à une meilleure connaissance de la littérature agricole
nationale et mondiale, pour rendre cette littérature plus facilement accessible à
tous les utilisateurs et pour aboutir à un partage équitable du savoir dans le
domaine des sciences et de la technologie agricoles qu'AGRIS a été créé.
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Historique

Dès la fin de 1969, les directeurs des deux principaux services d'information
agricole: NAL (USA) et CAB (UK) exprimaient le besoin d'un système
international et suggéraient au Directeur général de la FAO de faire une étude
dans ce sens.

Après les études préliminaires et la réalisation d'un numéro expérimental,
AGRIS fut mis en route en 1975. Les diverses étapes de son développement
sont :

Fin 1969 : Proposition au DG/FAO par NAL (USA) et CAB (UK).
1970/71 : Études de principe et de détail. Définition d'AGRIS. Mise en

place de groupes d'experts.
1971 : La 16« Conférence de la FAO invite le DG/FAO à poursuivre

l'étude.
1972 : Aide de pays et institutions. Création des manuels.
1973 : La 17e Conférence de Ja FAO décide le démarrage d'AGRIS sur

une base expérimentale de 1975 à 1977. Publication d'un numéro
expérimental. Invitation envoyée par le DG/FAO aux pays
membres pour désigner des bureaux de liaison et participer à
AGRIS.
Réunion AGRIS des pays en voie de développement, financée par
le CRDI.

1974 : Démarrage du programme de formation des participants.
Consultations d'experts pour AGRIS Foresterie et AGRIS Tro-
pical.

1975 : Mise en route d'AGRIS et de sa publication mensuelle AGRINDEX,
Vol. I, avec l'assistance de la République fédérale d'Allemagne.

1976 : Publication du Vol. II d'AGRINDEX par la FAO.
1977 : Publication d'AGRINDEX par Apimondia.

Evaluation indépendante d'AGRIS organisée par l'UNESCO.
La 19e Conférence examine le rapport d'évaluation.
AGRIS fait maintenant partie du programme régulier de la FAO.

1978 : lre Consultation technique des Centres participant à AGRIS.
1979 : Accord FAO/CEE pour le développement d'un vocabulaire

multilingue.

Évaluation du système

En 1977, PUNESCO entreprend une évaluation d'AGRIS. Quatre con-
sultants de renommée internationale sélectionnés par ses soins ont fait une
enquête auprès des pays participants et rédigé un rapport qui a été soumis à la
19e Conférence de la FAO. Les conclusions de ce rapport ont été favorables à
AGRIS. En résumé elles confirment que :

Le programme AGRIS a contribué de manière sensible au développement
des capacités nationales de transfert et d'exploitation de l'information agricole,
plus particulièrement dans les pays qui ne disposent pas à cette fin d'un système
très élaboré, en facilitant l'amélioration ou la création de services ou de
systèmes coopératifs de rassemblement et de traitement de la documentation
agricole, en formant du personnel chargé d'alimenter le système et en assurant à
la documentation agricole nationale une diffusion plus large que par le passé.
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AGRIS a également contribué à créer un climat qui rend possible un tel
développement des activités d'informatioa en particulier dans le contexte de la
coopération internationale.

Pour la majorité des pays qui contribuent à AGRIS, les avantages qu'ils en
retirent l'emportent sur ι ;s coûts.

Le programme a une grande importance potentielle pour les transferts de
technologie agricole entre pays développés et pays en développement

Développements en cours

Comme INIS, AGRIS est un système décentralisé et ses membres
participent à la gestion. Ainsi la première consultation technique des Centres
participant à AGRIS a eu lieu à Rome en mars 1978. Quatre-vingt-neuf
participants membres venant de 50 pays et 7 organisations internationales ou
régionales ont passé en revue les progrés déjà réalisés et ont fait des recomman-
dations sur les développements en cours et sur les projets d'avenir.

L'objectif essentiel que doit poursuivre le Centre de coordination AGRIS
en coopération avec les participants au système peut se résumer ainsi : améliorer
l'utilité et l'utilisation d'AGRIS au niveau de tous les usagers.

Soulignons quelques résultats et projets en cours :
• Un accord a été récemment conclu entre la FAO et la CEE pour la

préparation conjointe d'un vocabulaire contrôlé multilingue qui permettra une
meilleure indexation et une récupération plus pertinente des données dans le
système. Ce vocabulaire doit être terminé fin 1980. et le CRD1 apporte une aide
précieuse à ce travail.

• Un effort accru est d'ores et déjà consacré à la promotion du système et à la
formation des utilisateurs. A cet effet un manuel d'auto-formation est en
préparation et il sera largement distribué.

• II ne suffit pas de savoir si un document particulier a été publié, mais il faut
aussi pouvoir l'obtenir et le !ire. Dans ce but, la FAO vient de préparer, avec
l'assistance du CRDI, le Catalogue Collectif des périodiques cités dans
AGRIS et qui se trouvent dans 17 bibliothèques membres du réseau mondial
AGLINET. Grâce à la coopération entre ces bibliothèques, les pays auront un
meilleur accès à la littérature courante ( articles de périodiques et livres). Quant à
la littérature spéciale (rapports, thèses, comptes rendus de conférences, etc.) un
travail exploratoire est en cours en vue de favoriser la diffusion et l'échange de
cette littérature sous forme de microfiches et par l'intermédiaire d'un système de
coupons.

• Bien que la FAO ait déjà fait un effort soutenu de formation des
participants au système, cet effort se poursuivra en particulier dans les langues
autres que l'anglais. Un séminaire en langue française est prévu pour 1980, avec
l'aide de la France, et il est également envisagé d'en réunir un autre en langue
arabe.

• La prochaine Consultation technique ties Centres participants aura lieu
aussi en 1980.

Services d'information spécialisés

AGRIS dans son état actuel constitue une mémoire mondiale dans laquelle
sont répertoriés les documents agricoles produits dans les pays développés ou en
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voie de développement II n'est certes pas l'unique solution aux problèmes de
l'information scientifique et technique pour le développement national. Il est
aussi nécessaire d'avoir des services spécialisés qui sélectionnent et analysent en
profondeur la littérature intéressant un domaine particulier. De tels services
puisent dans AGRIS les références nécessaires à leur travail de sélection ou de
synthèse. La FAO s'intéresse aussi à de tels services ainsi qu'à leur liaison.

Ainsi, le Département des Pêches, en coopération avec la Commission
océanographique intergouvernementale (COI), et avec la collaboration des
Centres nationaux dans un nombre croissant de pays, a lancé et coordonne le
Système d'information sur les sciences aquatiques et les pèches (ASFIS), qui
est un système mondial de collecte, de traitement et de diffusion de
l'information sur tous les aspects scientifiques et technologiques de l'environ-
nement aquatique, y compris les aspects socio-économiques et législatifs.

Dans le domaine de la foresterie, la FAO étudie, en collaboration avec les
principaux services actifs dans ce domaine, la possibilité d'établir un réseau de
services d'information agricole spécialisés. Ainsi, !a FAO va publier le mois
prochain le premier Catalogue mondial des Services d'information et documen-
tation spécialisés en foresterie.

Il est aussi nécessaire d'avoir des services spécialisés pour traiter l'informa-
tion de manière à la rendre utile à toutes les catégories d'utilisateurs, en
particulier ceux du milieu rural. De tels services, appelés services de vulgari-
sation agricole, peuvent également utiliser AGRIS comme source de références
utiles.

CARIS — Système d'information sur les recherches agronomiques en
cours

II existe un autre système coopératif international d'information qui
complète AGRIS, le système CARIS, qui constitue un réseau coopératif
international d'information grâce auquel les pays en développement ont la
possibilité de rassembler, de traiter et de diffuser des données ds base sur les
recherches en cours dans les domaines de l'agriculture, de l'élevage, des forêts,
des pêches continentales et de l'alimentation.

Cet échange d'information a pour but d'améliorer les communications entre
les institutions de recherche et les chercheurs, de faciliter l'appréciation de
l'efficacité des efforts de recherche actuellement déployés et de concourir à la
détermination des lacunes ou des carences les plus importantes, de façon à aider
ceux qui ont à prendre des décisions aux niveaux national et international.

Le projet CARIS a été entrepris grâce à l'appui et au financement du
GCRAI ( Groupe consultatif sur la recherche agricole internationale), en tant que
programme expérimental visant à mettre au point et à tester la méthodologie
nécessaire. Ses activités ont commencé par un projet-pilote intéressant 14 pays
d'Afrique de l'Ouest, exécuté de 1973 à 1974, et ultérieurement étendu au monde
entier de 1975 à 1978.

Au cours de cette phase, la gestion centralisée du programme CARIS a été
assurée au siège de la FAO par le Centre de coordination qui devait réunir et
diffuser des informations complètes et détaillées sur les recherches en cours dans
le secteur agricole.

Vers la fin de 1978, les renseignements recueillis auprès de 60 pays et
8 institutions internationales ont été réunis dans trois répertoires, publiés en
anglais, en espagnol et en français. Ces données concernent 2 027 institutions de
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recherche, 9 913 chercheurs et 3 SlOprogrammesderecherchefcorrespondantà
quelque 20 000 projets de recherche). Ces informations ont également été
enregistrées sur bandes magnétiques en vue de constituer une première base de
données mise à la disposition des participants au programme CAPJS, ainsi qu'à
des fins de recherche documentaire.

A partir de 1979, l'exécution du programme CARIS sera progressivement
décentralisée et confiée aux centres nationaux ou régionaux qui assureront le
rassemblement, le traitement et la diffusion des données, le Centre de coordi-
nation de CARIS fournissant l'assistance nécessaire et se chargeant de regrouper
et de redistribuer les renseignements reçus des centres nationaux ou régionaux.

Afin d'accélérer la participation de nouveaux pays au système CARIS
décentralisé, on a mis au point une procédure simplifiée ayant pour objet la
diffusion de renseignements de base sur les projets de recherche; elle sera
proposée aux centres participants en même temps que la méthodologie plus
poussée servant au projet mondial et que pourront adopter ceux qui possèdent
déjà une infrastructure informatique bien développée.

A ce jour, deux pays (Brésil et Tunisie) ont établi des centres CARIS
natior aux grâce auxquels ils ont mis à jour les renseignements relatifs à leurs
activités de recherche. Par ailleurs, l'Amérique latine. l'Asie du Sud-Est et
plusieurs pays arabes ont déclaré qu'ils avaient le désir et les moyens d'en faire
autant dans un proche avenir.

La méthodologie de ce système vient d'être simplifiée pour le rendre plus
compatible avec AGRIS et pour faciliter la participation des pays en voie de
développement II s'agit aussi d'un système décentralisé qui se développe panni
les centres nationaux et régionaux, la FAO assurant le rôle de conseiller et de
coordonnateur. Une lettre circulaire du DG de la FAO vient d'être envoyée à
tous les membres les invitant à participer à la mise en place de cette méthodologie
simplifiée du système.

Coopération internationale

Dans la mise en place d'AGRIS et CARIS, ia FAO s'est efforcée de suivre
les recommandations de l'UNISIST et les normes de l'ISO. La coopération de
l'Agence internationale de l'énergie atomique dans le traitement informatique
du système AGRIS constitue un bel exemple de coopération entre agences des
Nations Unies. Le succès qu'ont connu ces systèmes n'aurait pas été possible
sans la coopération des pays participants et l'aide financière et technique
accordée par de nombreux pays et organisations, tn particulier le CRÒI.
L'interaction des systèmes d'information actuels n'a cessé d'être fructueuse.

Conclusion

Bien qu'AGRIS et CARIS soient des systèmes jeunes, ils ont déjà contribué
valablement au transfert d'informations techniques agricoles et ils constituent
une nouvelle possibilité de renforcer la coopération technique non seulement
entre pays développés et pays en voie de développement, mais aussi entre ces
derniers eux-mêmes. Ils illustrent bien ce que les systèmes coopératifs inter-
nationaux d'information scientifique peuvent apporter au transfert de la tech-
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nologie dans le cadre du Nouvel ordre economique international. De tels
systemes cooperatifs ne sont va'ables que dans !a mesure oil ils recoivent
engagement et soutien des pays participants. II incombe non seulement a la FAO
et a d'autres organisations gouvernementales, internationales et regionaies de les
rendre plus utiles et utilisables, mais egalement a chaque pays participant.
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AGRIS — the International Information
System for the Agricultural Sciences and
Technology
Joseph Judy

Food and Agriculture Organization (c/o IAEA), Vienna, Austria

Like INIS, AGRIS — the International System for the Agricultural
Sciences and Technology — is a decentralized system in which each participating
country is responsible for identifying, cataloguing, indexing, and inputting
records for the documents published within its borders. The Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) is the coordinating body, but each
member shares equally in establishing general policy and procedures for the
management of the system.

AGRIS has adopted, with minor modifications, the same standards and
procedures used by INIS. The AGRIS Coordinating Centre, located at FAO
headquarters in Rome, is responsible for general system management. The
Coordinating Centre also operates a liaison unit — the AGRIS Input Unit —
located here at the IAEA. This unit takes advantage of the Agency's computer
software and facilities.

The subject scope of AGRIS is quite broad and mirrors the wide range of
FAO activities (Fig. 1).

There are currently almost 100 countries and international organizations
actively participating in AGRIS, and an average 11 000 records are processed a
month. The system has grown remarkably since 1975 (Fig. 2); in 1978 the data
base comprised 355 106 files (Table 1), the major inputter being the CEC
(Commonwealth Economic Community) (Table 2).

The two principal monthly outputs are the Agrindex and the AGRIS
magnetic tape. We at AGRIS are sending 22 monthly magnetic tapes to member
centres. The centres process the tapes on their own computer systems and provide
special services to their own information users. The types of services vary from
country to country, but two of the most common are the provision of retrospective
computer search services and selective dissemination of information services,
commonly called SDI services. SDI is an extremely useful and popular type of
information service whereby subscribers — who are scientists, administrators,
extension workers, etc. — receive regular computer-produced listings of refer-
ences to the literature within their field of interest Countries that now provide
their own AGRIS-SDI service include Brazil, India, Poland, Bulgaria, /ugo-
slavia, the Netherlands, Spain, and New Zealand

Many of the AGRIS member countries have joined together to form
multinational centres. These multinational centres coordinate input preparation
among their members, develop special regional and national training programs,
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163758
93568
52790
32079
9313
3592

46.11
26.J5
14.87
9.03
2.62
1.01

120009
89862
31644
27629
13843
12946
7528

ion
5603
5013

33.80
20.30
8.91
7.78
3.90
3.64
2.12
2.00
1.58
1.41

Table 1. AGRIS input statistics by region (1975-78).

Region Total

Europe
North America
Asia and the Far East
Latin America
Southwest Pacific
Africa

Table 2. AGRIS" 10 largest inputters (1975-78).

Institution
or country Total

CEO
US-'
Japan
IICA/CIDIAa
AIBAa
FAO
Australia
India
Czechoslovakia
Spain

"Figure includes total regional input.

issue translated editions of reference manuals, and publish manuals for their own
regional systems. They also provide special output services, such as regional
bibliographies, computer retrieval access, etc.

The three main multinational centres for developing countries are the
Agricultural Information Bank for Asia (AIBA), located in the Philippines, the
Centro Internacional de Documentation e Information Agricola at the Instituto
Interamericano de Ciencias Agricolas (IICA/CIDIA), in Costa Rica, and
Centre de documentation de l'oiganisation pour la mise en valeur de fleuve
Senegal (OMVS) in Senegal. There is, in addition, a fourth important centre in
Luxembourg for countries that are members of the European Community.

Both the Philippine and Costa Rican multinational centres have developed
regional information systems that are operated in conjunction with their regular
AGRIS activities.

Individual countries have also been active in expanding their input coverage
for AGRIS as well as in organizing special output services for their users. The
provision of SDI services is an example. Some national centres, such as in Egypt,
have published national bibliographies based on the data input into AGRIS.
Others, for instance in Tunisia, have published bibliographies on a particular
topic such as olive culture and olive products.

The AGRIS Coordinating Centre has been particularly active in organizing
and holding training seminars for participating countries. Some have been held
jointly with INIS. Opportunities for in-service training in both Rome and Vienna
have also been provided.
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Fig. I. Subject scope of AGRIS.

This training includes instruction in basic bibliographic practices as well as
instruction in preparing AGRIS input It has also covered the use of AGRIS
outputs such as the computer magnetic tapes andAgrindex. This training is not
just a theoretical exercise but a practical one because the trainees put what they
have leaned into practice immediately upon returning to their own countries.

Recently, we have also issued AGRIS input pack: self instructional
training for AGRIS input preparation. This is an extremely valuable tool for
participating centres as it is a programed learning kit that includes a workb'Xik,
answer book, transparencies, and a cassette sound tape to guide trainees through
the various exercises. This input pack may be used either by individuals or by a
group of trainees participating in . regular seminar or workshop. Two similar
packs for the introduction of AGRIS users will be issued later. One will be a self-
instructional pack for users of AGRIS outputs and the other an audiovisual
promotional pack.

The entire AGRIS data base is maintained here at the IAEA's computer for
on-line access. Like that of INIS, it is available to participating countries for
remote access over regular telephone lines with the use of a simple teletypewriter
terminal. The AGRIS Input Unit also runs individual subject searches upon
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Fig. 2. Growth ofAGRJS.

request for countries where telephone access is not practical because of high
telecommunications costs or other factors.

Both AGRIS and INIS have shown that cooperative, decentralized,
information systems can be successful; that this type of organization allows ail the
participating countries in each system to have an equal share in the formulation of
policy and in system management Each member country is responsible for the
input of document references for the materials published within its borders. Once
input, the information is then available to all others, and each country may draw
from the system what is needed by its own users.
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Information Referral System for Technical
Cooperation among Developing Countries
(TCDC/INRES) of United Nations
Development Programme
D. Dragic
United Nations Development Programme, New York, USA

From 30 August to 12 September 1978 the World Conference on Technical
Co-operation among Developing Countries was held in Buenos Aires. The
Conference represented the culmination ofefforts of developing countries and the
world community, supported by the United Nations Development Programme
and other organizations of the United Nations family, to affirm their desire and
capability to promote and develop mutual technical cooperation. The Conference
adopted the Buenos Aires Plan of Action, which, based on experience and future
visions, traces ways and means for further expansion and enrichment of this new
dimension of international cooperation for development

As is apparent from the Buenos Aires Plan of Action, the essential nature
and the distinctive character of TCDC reside in the generation and sharing of the
creative capacity of developing countries and in the intensification of exchanges
among them of knowledge, experience, and capacities in all fields and areas of
human endeavour, all with their mutual development in view. Many programs,
projects, and activities in one developing country benefit from know-how,
expertise, consultancy services, training facilities, equipment, and supplies
available from other developing countries. Such cooperation occurs in all
economic and social sectors and in all forms of technical activity, involving
bilateral, multilateral, public, or private resources.

Developing countries are committed to the concept of TCDC as a key to
building collective self-reliance. However, a constraint to more widespread
development cooperation among developing countries has been lack of aware-
ness of the capacities these countries can offer internationally. Thus, at the
request of the United Nations General Assembly' and the UNDP Governing
Council,2 the Information Referral System for Technical Cooperation among
Developing Countries was introduced.

The system

The purpose of the system is to collect and disseminate information on the
capacities of a developing country that are available for technical cooperation

'Resolutions 3251 (XXIX) and 3461 (XXX).
2 Decisions on TCDC adopted at the 18th. 19lh. 20th. and 21 si sessions of the UNDP

Governing Council.
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programs, projects, and activities with other developing countries, through
bilateral or multilateral arrangements.

In the system, UNDP gathers information on the following activities, which
are the major elements of technical cooperation projects:

• Training and education;
• Research and technological development facilities:
• Expert services; and
• Consultancy services.
The information system registers organizations who offer one or more of the

activities. The system also covers other information sources (for example,
publications and computer printouts) about groups carrying out the activities in
developing countries on a national or international level.

By its nature and function, the system is a referral system, listing only the
basic data furnished by an organization and the services for technical cooperation
it offers. Interested parties can then obtain more detailed information by
approaching the organization directly or through other channels.

Role of the government: A fundamental feature of the system is that it covers
only those institutions, whether public or private, that each government selects
to offer technical cooperation with other developing countries. Hence the role of
the government is decisive throughout identifying, compiling, and clearing the
participating organizations in the system. To assist governments, UNDP has
prepared a set of suggested guidelines for selecting organizations tor the
Information Referral System.

Role of UNDP: UNDP has the primary responsibility for developing and
managing the information system. At the country level, the resident repre-
sentative serves as liaison between the government focal point and UNDP
headquarters. Upon request from the government, he or she extends or organizes
appropriate assistance.

Roleofthe UN agencies and regional economic commissions: The valuable
information and knowledge available within the UN development system should
be utilized. Upon request of the governments concerned, the UN agencies and
their field representatives provide advice and assistance in their fields of
competence. In collaboration with UNDP and the UN agencies' regional
representatives, and with the consent of member governments, regional economic
commissions select for registration regional organizations of developing coun-
tries that have capacities available for TCDC. organize distribution of the
questionnaires, and clear them upon completion.

Outputs and usage of the system: The information system provides two kinds
of outputs:

• A computer printout of country listings in the form of a directory, which is
regularly updated; and

• An inquiry service.
The printed directory consists of descriptions of all organizations, as

furnished in the completed questionnaires, classified by country. There is also a
listing of organizations by region and a listing of other information sources
available in UN organizations.

The entries in the main listing are printed in one of three languages —
English, French, or Spanish — depending on the language used by each
organization to complete the questionnaire.
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To encourage maximum use of the information system, UNDP makes the
service freely available to all government departments and national or inter-
national organizations that are in a position to promote or initiate TCDC projects.
However, it is preferable that the service be provided only through approved
channels. Use of the inquiry service should be directed through the government's
fatal point and by it through the resident representative to UNDP headquarters
or UN agencies and regional economic commissions.

Guidelines for selecting organizations

As mentioned earlier, UNDP has prepared guidelines directed to the
appropriate government departments to assist them in selecting the organizations
for participation in the TCDC/INRES. The guidelines do not constitute a
compulsory, inflexible set of criteria to follow, nor are they meant to be complete.
Rather, they give a general, overall picture of what is desired and of what UNDP
from its own experience feels might be useful to those who are selecting
organizations. Although it is not mandatory to follow the guidelines, their use
makes it possible for UNDP to develop a more uniform information system.

The guidelines may also be of help to the organizations themselves when
they evaluate their own capacities to offer services for inclusion in the system.

Educational and training institutions: Educational institutions selected
should possess recognized academic capability and institutional resources to
meet community needs and problems. The institutions should have experience
and recognized local leadership in one or more basic fields such as agriculture,
technology, economics and other social sciences, public health, natural sciences,
education, and administration. At minimum, there should be a core of permanent,
full-time teaching staff. Degrees or certificates awarded by the institutions should
be generally recognized. The institutions should, to the extent possible, hav e links
with and cooperate with public and private agencies in the solution of questions
related to the development of their country and the quality of life of their
population. The institutions should be adequately equipped and have easy access
to pertinent documentation facilities, and their curricula should include a relevant
percentage of practical and/or extension work as appropriate.

The institutions should include facilities at middle and higher levels and be
broadly classified as follows:

• Vocational training institutions at the secondary or postsecondary levels;
usually these institutions provide training in a particular skill or for a particular
occupation leading to an award not equivalent to a degree;

• Technician training institutes at the secondary or postsecondary levels;
• Teacher training institutes for primary schools or instructor training for

vocational schools;
• Postsecondary institutions granting an award not equivalent to a first

university degree;
• University training institutions that include teacher training for secondary

schools;
• University training institutions that provide postgraduate courses; and
• Professional organizations, learned societies, and other institutions that

regularly arrange specialized courses or, upon request, organize in-service
training of interest to students or technical staff. In addition, educational
planning, policymaking, and research units may be part of the administrative
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organizational setup of the education system of a country and may offer informal
upgrading training.

Research facilities and technological development institutions: Research
institutions selected should provide services in basic and applied research,
technical services, and the development and application of technological
concepts. A suitable institution may be sectorially specialized, serving one
particular subsector such as a textile or plastics institute: crop-research station; or
a tropical diseases institute. Or it may serve virtually one whole sector such as
industry, agriculture, or health; in some cases it may be functionally specialized,
providing services such as testing to a major sector.

The principal fields of research and development work are broadly classified
as:

• Industrial services such as agroindustry. chemistry, metallurgy, textile,
light engineering, construction, telecommunication, transport, energy, etc.;

• Agricultural services such as crop production, animal production and
health, forestry, fisheries, etc.;

• Social services such as medicine and health, population activities,
community development etc.; and

• Planning and public administration services.
Within these classifications, the research and specialized fields of particular

interest are applied research to improve manufactured products, industrial
processes, and services as well as to develop improved crop varieties, animal
breeds, cultivation techniques, harvesting methods, or public health procedures:
extension services to advise factory managers, farmers, public health doctors,
etc. on the improvement of their present technologies as well as to introduce new
technologies such as quality control procedures: and provision of standards,
testing, calibration, and metrology services that include agricultural, food. drug.
and clinical testing services as well as services requiring major test rigs such as
switchgear, turbines, or hydraulics.

These services are at times offered by institutions that are unsuitable for
inclusion in INRES; appropriate institutions meet certain criteria. For instance.
an institution that offers contract research should have an adequate research staff,
experimental equipment, and specialized test facilities, pilot plants, experimental
farms, etc. and should be able to cite examples of major contracts successfully
completed. One that offers specialized testing, analytic, and calibration work
should also have a qualified staff, specialized fields of testing, and major
specialized test facilities, rigs, and instrumentation, whereas one offering
extension services should be in a position to provide assistance, such as training.
to similar institutes being established in other countries. Each should have the
capability to offer joint research, exchange of scientists, etc.

Expert services: Experts selected should provide professional services for a
relatively long time to assist in the implementation of a particular project or
activity as distinct from short-term consultancy services of an advisory nature.

Consultancy services: Consultancy services selected should have the
capability of rendering advisory assistance generally on contract. A feature of
consultancy services that distinguishes them from subcontracting services is that
the client reserves the authority for decision and action on the basis of the service
received. The consultancy services capability should improve the ability of the
client to implement a project by providing specialized skills and know-how or by
providing an independent evaluation with recommendations for actions to be
decided upon by the client
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The principal sectors for consultancy services are industry; agriculture
(including forestry, livestock, and fisheries); natural resources (including energy);
mineral resources and water resources; transport; communications; and health.
The value of consultancy services often rests on the degree of specialization of a
given subsector.

The principal areas of consultancy services are:
• Design and engineering services, including project feasibility studiiv.

project and plant design; preparation of documentation to tender for equipment or
civil engineering; evaluation of bids; assistance in supervising the erection of
physical facilities or in starting "up operations:

• Technological services, including surveys on natural resources: availability
and suitability of raw materials; application of technical know-how to achieve
improvement in product development, manufacturing, or agricultural production
methods or in technological processes, layouts, equipment selection, design, and
specification:

• Economic services, including development planning and surveys of
economic potential such as project analysis, financial services, and banking
studies; and

• Management services, including surveys, production planning, production
control, inventory control, materials handling, marketing, snd cost accounting.

Consultants who provide these services are individuals of outstanding
repute, consultancy firm;., research institutions, universities, government agencies,
etc. Services of a more specialized nature may be available from vendors of
nationally manufactured equipment, suppliers of materials obtained nationally,
suppliers of proprietary information, and engineering designers and constructors.

Whenever possible, consultants should have access to senior experienced
staff and research or testing facilities.

Information sources: Information sources selected should contain classified
listings of educational and training institutions, research and technological
development institutions, expert services, and consultancy services.

The sources may be published or maintained by industrial associations,
universities, research organizations, professional or academic associations,
specialized information centres, or governmental or international organizations.
The information sources may be available in the form of catalogues, directories,
books, computer printouts, rosters, dossiers, or referral services notices and may
be available on a regular or an ad hoc basis: they may be available by subscription
or on request

The sources may cover one or more types of services offered for technical
cooperation; these services may be listed for a single country, region, or all
developing countries. In addition, the sources may be structured by classifi-
cations such as industrial, professional, or sectorial fields of specialization, etc.

Results of TCDC/INRES

A guide informing developing countries of services they can obtain from one
another was first published by the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) in June 1977. The publication, titled Director}' of Services for
Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries, is the first of its kind to be
published on a global scale. The first edition listed about 900 organizations from
67 countries. The services spanned 16 different economic and social sectors.
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In the second edition, which was published in June 1978, the number of
registered organizations rose to about 1300 and the number of participating
countries, to 89. There was also an increase in the registration of information
sources supplied by organizations of the United Nations system. A new feature
included in the second edition was a subject index in three languages. This feature
replaced the sectorial listing in the previous edition and listed the reference and
page numbers of organizations whose activities fell under particular subjects.

There have been inquiries from developing countries on the availability of
capacities for technical cooperation over and above the information registered in
the directory. Requests for additional and more detailed information, unless
exchanged directly between governments and the organizations involved, are
addressed to the UNDP resident representative. There may already be enough
information available for a direct reply, or the representative may contact UNDP
headquarters, which has a broad, though general, knowledge of the capacities
throughout the developing world. In many instances, the resident representative
refers the requests directly to the appropriate United Nations agencies or regional
commissions, which have special knowledge of facilities within their sectors or
regions. The ultimate objective is to match expressed requirements with existing
capacities, thus developing TCDC projects and activities.

Future development of TCDC/INRES

The adoption of the Buenos Aires Plan of Action means that there will be a
substantial expansion and update of the system. Appropriate links with informa-
tion systems of other organizations of the United Nations development system
will be established. The needs of developing countries for TCDC will also be
identified. Studies are being made to establish a system that will also list
equipment producers in developing countries. During this whole exercise, effort
will be made to register still more organizations with capacities available for
technical cooperation among developing countries.
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INFOTERRA: an International Information
Network

A. Khosla
United Nations Environment Programme, Nairobi, Kenya

Information plays a crucial role in modern society. Sectorial activities such
as industry, agriculture, transportation, and rural development require accurate
and timely information for the achievement of their goals. Other activities such as
those aimed at technical innovation (research and development), education, or
government (planning and decision-making) cannot be carried out without
relevant information.

No nation, however rich and determined, can seek all the requisite solutions
to the complex scientific, technological, and social problems that are rapidly
emerging and multiplying today. A global cooperative effort is the only logical
response to the issues challenging humanity. It is for this reason that nations seek
to share knowledge and experience pertaining to their common problems and
their common goals.

Effective cooperation on international, regional, as well as national levels for
development is based on information. The roleof information in development was
emphasized in the Seventh Special Session of the UN General Assembly by the
unanimous adoption of resolution 3362 (S/V1I): "Developed and developing
countries should cooperate in the establishment, strengthening, and development
of the scientific and technological infrastructures of developing countries." In
ECOSOC resolution 9102 (LVII) developing countries are invited "to establish
or strengthen their scientific and technological information systems" and the
resolution further invites international financing organizations as well as
developed countries to provide ways and means for supporting developing
countries in establishing and strengthening centres and services for scientific and
technological information and systems for information assessment and transfer.

Special role of information in environmentally sound development

In the 1980s and beyond, development will increasingly be concerned with
environmental factors. Various environmental problems are. and wiil be. of
critical importance to all countries in their efforts to satisfy the basic requirements
of their people, to use rationally and effectively their resource base, to develop
and expand their economies, and to improve the quality of life of their people.
Desertification; soil loss and degradation: deforestation, flooding, and siltation;
pollution; resource depletion; noise and congestion; changes in climate; in-
adequate shelter and water supply; environment-related diseases are only some
of the environmental problems already confronting the human race.
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Environmentally sound development is needed so that the quality of the
human environment is maintained and enhanced as a vita! component of human
health and well-being and. in general, of the quality of life: also, it is needed so that
natural resources and the biosphere are rationally used and managed as a means
of enhancing development at present, providing a base for a sustainable
development in the future, and avoiding situations in which desirable devel-
opment options are foreclosed.

The approaches to be developed, the types of solutions to be sought, and the
kinds of techniques to be applied will, by definition, vary with time and from
country to country. They will be influenced by societal goals and patterns of
development, the ecological and physical context, the state of the environment,
the means and resources available, etc.. and they will depend, above all. on the
quality and relevance of the information consulted.

The knowledge needed for achieving environmentally sound development is
interdisciplinary and cross-sectorial. It is complex and wide-ranging in scope and
rapidly evolving. Moreover, much of it already exists, often unknown to those
who need it, accumulated in a vast store of development experience all over the
world.

To facilitate rapid access lo such information, the United Nations Environ-
ment Programme (UNEP) has established a network for the exchange of
environmental information — INFOTERRA. the International Referral System
for Sources of Environmental Information.

Systems concept and design

INFOTERRA is a component of Earthwatch. UNEP's program for the
critical assessment of the global environment. One of the first three program
activity centres set up to implement Earthwatch, INFOTERRA was established
to facilitate the exchange of environmental information within and between
nations. The system was established in response to recommendation 101 of the
United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (Stockholm 1972) and
has been fuily operational since January 1977.

INFOTERRA activities are financed at the global level by UNEP and at the
national level by each partner country.

The mandate given to INFOTERRA is by intergovernmental decisions in
the Governing Council of UNEP. The mandate places certain constraints on the
system, which was designed and established initially to provide governmental
decision-makers with information for environmental management. Although
INFOTERRA is not restricted to this community of users — others, such as
industries, NGOs, journalists, etc., having access to it, as for other UN systems —
the primary audience has had an impact on design criteria. Governments
indicated that they wished to maintain some degree of control over the flow of
information: however, subsequently, the system has been opened to wider use.

INFOTERRA is a decentralized network of environmental information
systems; its operation relies on a grid of focal points:

• National focal points designated by governments, coordinating INFOTERRA
activities for a particular country;

• Regional focal points designated by intergovernmental agreement, co-
ordinating some or all of the INFOTERRA activities within the group of
countries concerned;
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• Sectorial focal points designated by UNEP in cooperation with an
appropriate international organization that has the infrastructure to operate an
environmental information service in that sector; and

e The INFOTERRA Programme Activity Centre, which acts as a focal
point for international agencies and government organizations not otherwise able
to participate in INFOTERRA.

Thus, the INFOTERRA network structure corresponds to the •"territorial
formula." Indeed, it goes one step further and also has established a " sectorial
formula." Whereas the overall network is decentralized, national governments
are free to install highly centralized operations if they wish.

The decentralized structure of INFOTERRA (Fig. 1). one of its most
important features, has been chosen for good reasons. It is the least costly way of
gathering information on sources; it provides the speediest response by the widely
dispersed community of sources; and it brings the information machinery as close
as possible to the user. But perhaps the most important consequence of
decentralization is the self-reliance it promotes. To participate actively, countries
must develop their own internal information systems: a focal point cannot be
very effective without a strong system of support within the country itself. It is
recognized that the success of the system depends very much on the joint efforts of
its partners. Therefore, as its most basic goal. INFOTERRA encourages and
assists the development of national environmental information systems.

Decentralization also has certain weaknesses. Among these are that the
performance of the system depends heavily on the performance of its national
counterparts, over which INFOTERRA has little control and that the feedback
of operational information is not as high as in a centralized system and the statistics
produced are often quite inadequate for purposes of evaluation. In spite of these
weaknesses, INFOTERRA is fully committed to decentralization, as described
above. Indeed, even the Programme Activity Centre is not called the "Central
Unit'" and is operated as another focal point. Similarly, although regional
cooperation is encouraged, regional machineries are specifically designed not to
encroach on the development of the national machineries.

INFOTERRA is based on the concept of referral. All INFOTERRA focal
points are equipped to refer an inquirer to the sources best able to provide the
information sought. In other words, they act as switchboards to connect users
with appropriate sources of environmental information. The basic tools used are
the national and international directories (containing detailed information on
sources), standardized terminology, and the search procedures. Thus, INFOTERRA
is not a substantive information system and cannot supply documents at the
international level. It is complementary to and not a substitute for relevant
documentation systems. At the country level, national focal points are encouraged
to assist users in obtaining the information and if necessary to develop archival
facilities to enable them to answer requests for information.

The process of referral has obvious limitations. However, experience with
INFOTERRA and other information efforts shows that the development of
source inventories and the provision of referral services are necessary first steps
in the establishment of more elaborate information systems. Moreover, at the
international level they are the most efficient ways of proceeding. Additional
responsibilities would require a far larger infrastructure for the gathering,
updating, and dissemination of information. At the same time, the design of
INFOTERRA allows its components to undertake any desired level of informa-
tion handling, including the delivery of substantive information. Thus, national,
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Fig. I. Geographic distribution of I\FO TERRA partners on I June 1979.



regional, and sectorial foca! points can choose, if their resources allow, to provide
information directly to the user.

INFOTERRA has been designed to fulfill certain basic criteria. In
particular, it is expected to:

' • Strengthen national information flows, to provide the best support systems
for environmental decision-making:

• Be flexible to allow the system to adapt to national requirements as well as
to changes over time;

• Be simple, to permit the system to be brought as close as possible to the
user(the software as well as training programs are designed to enable people who
are not specialists in information systems to use the system effectively):

• Make maximum use of existing and planned information systems, to avoid
unnecessary duplication and waste of resources and to permit the use of
standardized approaches wherever possible:

• Operate with limited resources both at UNEP and at the national level:
• Be a catalyst, to sensitize people, who participate in and use INFOTERRA,

to the role of information systems in decision-making and of environmental
factors in development planning.

The subject coverage of INFOTERRA is very broad. As defined by
governments, it covers all problems that they consider "environmental."
Examples include resource questions, nature conservation, technology, deserti-
fication, human settlements, and pollution. The concept of environment is
constantly evolving and varies from place to place, from time to time, and
from culture to culture. INFOTERRA attempts to compile an inventory of
information sources that gives adequate subject, geographic, and other coverage.
Thus, it must maintain close links with other national and international
information systems.

The terminology used by INFOTERRA for storage and retrieval of sources
of information is like the software, developed specifically for INFOTERRA.
with specific uses in mind. The terminology is quite broad and describes
environmental and developmental concerns in approximately 1000 attributes.
Although INFOTERRA is a good source of basic information, it has not beer,
designed to assist specialists, who usually have access to better channels of
information.

The system has been designed to allow national focal points to consult the
directory of sources using a wide spectrum of information-processing tech-
nologies, extending from paper-and-pencil to computers. With the exception of
the equipment and hardware, all the prerequisites for using the system, including
the standard methodologies, forms, questionnaires, directories, etc., are provided
by the INFOTERRA Programme Activity Centre. If the national focal point has
access to a computer, the software programs and directory are available on
magnetic tape. The International Directory is updated and provided regularly
four times a year to each focal point The system procedures are described in
detail ir. the INFOTERRA Operations Manual and are explained to focal-point
personnel at training sessions. Regular bulletins and other communications keep
focal points informed of developments in the system.

Facts and figures

The INFOTERRA Programme Activity Centre (PAC) was established in
May 1975 and became operational in January 1977. The number of partner
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countries and national focal points (Table 1) increased from 66 in 1977 to 100 in
June 1979; the number of countries providing registered sources increased from
19 to65; the UN agencies having registered sources, from 5 to 13: and the sources
of environmental information, from 2000 to 7100. To date, the Programme
Activity Centre staff have trained 188 personnel for national focal points and
have visited 78 UN member states. The number of regional and national seminars
held is 12, and the number of environmental subject attributes (keywords) by
which sources are categorized in the International Directory is 944.

Table I. Regional distribution of INr'OTERRA national local points.

Participants

Number of
countries

Number of
partners

Europe
and

N. America

35

31

West
Asia

12

5

Asia and
the

Pacific

28

13

Latin America
and the

Caribbean

26

19

Africa

48

32

Developing country participation in INFOTERRA

The participation of developing countries in INFOTERP.A is significant
(Table 2).

Table 2. Developing countries participating in INFOTERRA.»

Designated Focal points Number of
INFOTERRA providing sources sources Number ol

focal points for registration submitted inquiries
Date (%) (%) (%) (%)

Mar 1977 63 39 13 40
Mar 1978 67 55 20 40
May 1979 69 64 34 42

Percentage is of total number of countries participating.

In line with the catalytic role of UNEP, INFOTERRA has promoted the
establishment of national environmental information systems in developing
countries such as Colombia, India, and Kenya. With encouragement and
assistance from INFOTERRA, these and other countries are setting up compre-
hensive national environmental information systems and formulating broad
information policies.

Technical assistance and training programs represent a vital activity of
INFOTERRA and are geared toward special needs of individual countries
participating in the system. In this work, INFOTERRA benefits from the
cooperation of several national focal points in developing countries that act as
INFOTERRA model focal points to assist with the demonstration of FNFOTERRA
operations and the training of focal-point staff from countries in their respective
regions. So far, model focal points have been established in Bogota Cairo.
Dakar, and New Delhi.
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INFOTERRA and other organizations

INFOTERRA has. since its inception, developed productive relationships
with the information systems of other organizations to promote better use of the
information resources ot the international community. In particular. INFOTERRA
has established close ties with the General Informatioi: Programme of UNESCO
within the conceptual framework set up by UNISIST for international coopera-
tion in the field of information. The principles of UNISIST underlie the design
and operation of INFOTERRA national focal points.

INFOTERRA organizes international, regional, and national seminars and
training courses that include general scientific and technological information-
handling techniques. INFOTERRA training programs benefit from the experience
of UNESCO and other organizations that, in turn, can take advantage of the input
of INFOTERRA in developing their own concepts and procedures.

Plans for collaboration with other organizations include evaluation of
INFOTERRA and common inputs to the UN Conference on Science and
Technology to ensure that deliberations adequately reflect the importance of
scientific and technical information exchange in development decision-making.
INFOTERRA also maintains close links with intergovernmental and non-
governmental organizations and participates in the funding of a number of
information systems within and outside the UN family such as AGRIS. INIS.
and other specialized bibliographic systems.

A recent example of fruitful interorganization lelationships was the close
collaboration initiated by INFOTERRA with IDRC. UNISIST. and the
Government of Pakistan in the Seminar on Scientific and Technological
Information Systems held in Islamabad in 1978. This seminar contributed
significantly to the development in Pakistan of a national information system
incorporating an environmental information component.

The performance

During the 3.5 years of existence of INFOTERRA and 2.5 years of
providing information services to users, there has been a significant change in
support and activities in the network linking developed and developing countries.
The initial reaction to INFOTERRA at the time of the Stockholm Conference by
developing countries was one of hostility. It was the U.K.. U.S.. Canada. France,
and the FRG who took the initiatives and gave active support to the system.
During subsequent years, particularly after the system went into operation.
INFOTERRA has received increasing support from Colombia. Jamaica. India.
Bangladesh, and other developing countries that are nov in the majority in terms
of countries contributing sources to the system.

The reasons for this shift are probably manifold. However, some are clearly
important. INFOTERRA has been consciously designed to be mission-oriented,
to be bf.sed on a territorial formula (extended to the sectorial formula), and to be
global and decentralized. INFOTERRA has also defined its global objectives
clearly and is designed to be highly purpose-oriented. Information systems are
not ends in themselves. In addition to being a supplier of information. INFOTERRA
has been seen by some participating countries to be a catalytic agent in promoting
the establishment of information systems and infrastructures at the national and
regional leveis.
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DEVSIS : Une philosophie de la documentation
et de l'information

J. Quirino-Lanhounmey

Commission économique des Nations Unies pour l'Afrique, Addis-
Abeba (Ethiopie)

Dans la conjoncture de crise économique généralisée que connaît actuelle-
ment le monde, il est impossible que les Etats sous-dèveloppes et en voie de
régression que sont les pays africains puissent envisager d'établir et de réaliser, à
eux seuls, un quelconque programme de développement La dépendance des uns
à l'égard des autres, l'interdépendance des hommes et des collectivités à l'égard
d'économies développées, extérieures au continent africain, mettent aujourd'hui
en évidence la nécessité d'accroître, en Afrique, la capacité d'autonomie
économique et la mise en place d'éléments et d'instruments d'auto-croissance, de
diversification et de réorientation de la croissance économique susceptibles de
répondre aux problèmes que peuvent poser des situations diverses, notamment
celles qui prévalent en période de croissance normale ou en période de crise.

Il faut donc que les programmes de développement se fondent sur des
stratégies fermes et constantes. La stratégie première s'inspire aujourd'hui de
cette soi-disant nouvelle notion, basée sur la duplicité internationale, que l'on
appelle pudiquement le "nouvel ordre économique international", défini en
fonction des caractéristiques et des problèmes socio-économiques de chaque
continent. Pour l'Afrique, la situation semble claire, compte tenu du retard
accumulé : tout programme de développement doit refléter la nécessité d'un
progrès rapide, simultané et interdépendant, multidisciplinaire et pluridimen-
sionnel. Consèquemment, la méthode adoptée jusqu'à présent, et qui consistait à
planifier au jugé, doit être totalement abandonnée. Aucun pian, aucun pro-
gramme ne saurait être viable s'il ne s'inspire de l'analyse approfondie des
situations passées et présentes et de leurs projections scientifiques sur l'avenir. Le
planificateur doit donc disposer, à tous les niveaux, de documents et d'infor-
mations susceptibles de l'aider à comprendre parfaitement la réalité qu'il essaie
d'amender, de corriger, d'améliorer. La documentation et l'information, consi-
dérées pendant longtemps comme des éléments inutiles à la planification et à la
programmation, doivent retrouver la place qui leur revient.

Depuis une dizaine d'années, les responsables politiques africains ont
commencé à prendre timidement conscience de cette nécessité et, compte tenu de
< ampleur du problème, de la complexité des solutions possibles et de leur coût
éventuellement exorbitant, ils ont demandé à la Commission économique des
Nations Unies pour l'Afrique de mettre au point pour le continent africain, les
sous-régions et les États membres, un projet de Système pan-africain de
documentation et d'information pour le développement. La CEA. après de
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nombreuses années d'hésitation et d'essais infructueux, a eu la chance d'être mise
en relation avec le CRDI, qui a su nous convertir a !a doctrine de DEVSIS.

Pourquoi l'Afrique a-t-elle choisi la philosophie de la documentation et de
l'information contenue dans le rapport d'étude de l'équipe DEVSIS, et pourquoi
a-t-elle décidé de mettre sur pied un réseau de documentation et d'information
que nous appelons DEVSIS-Afrique? Pour des raisons techniques que les pro-
fessionnels de la documentation connaissent bien, mais aussi pour une autre
raison particulière aux pays sous-industrialisés et ο ji touche tout particulièrement
l'Afrique. Le monde d'aujourd'hui a peur. Il a peur de la bombe atomique, il a
peur du cancer, il a peur des crises cardiaques, il a peur de la surpopulation, il a
peur de ne pas avoir assez à manger. Il est donc très facile de convaincre ies divers
États, les divers gouvernements d'adopter des systèmes et réseaux inter-
nationaux de documentation et d'information tels que INIS. AGRIS, MEDLARS,
POPIN, etc.

Il n'en va pas de même pour les documents et les informations concernant
exclusivement le développement économique et social. L'exploitation des
richesses naturelles, minerais divers, pétrole et autres, intéresse le monde
développé et industrialisé; par contre, les études vagues, nébuleuses destinées à
améliorer les conditions de vie des populations des pays sous-industrialisés ne
soulèvent guère d'enthousiasme. Et pourtant, en Afrique c'est le but essentiel que
doit chercher à atteindre tout programme de développement La documentation
et l'information pour le développement économique et social constitue donc un
domaine prioritaire pour trois motifs principaux :

• sur le plan de l'économie mondiale, ce domaine est l'un des seuls qui ne
retiendra pas sérieusement l'attention, car il ne fait pas partie des préoccupations
majeures;

• depuis plus d'un demi-siècle l'Afrique a englouti d'immenses ressources
financières dans des études et des plans : ces études et projets de plans reviennent
après 10, 20 ou 30 ans sur les bureaux ministériels, inchangés ou avec des
modifications mineures qui sont en fait des réajustements ou des actualisations de
coûts;

• l'Afrique doit faire cesser le gaspillage des ressources en coordonnant
davantage ses richesses documentaires afin de pouvoir les utiliser le plus
efficacement possible en vue du développement et de la promotion de ses
populations les plus défavorisées.

Le choix de DEVSIS est donc un choix technique, soit, mais aussi et surtout
un choix égoïste, dicté par la nécessité dans laquelle se trouve le continent de
s'occuper de la solution d'un problème grave, signalé depuis plusieurs années,
mais dont personne ne semble vouloir se préoccuper.

Bien sûr, DEVSIS-Afrique ne sera pas un réseau isolé de documentation et
d'information. Personne n'ignore que les problèmes de mortalité infantile, de
sous-peuplement de l'Afrique centrale, de surpeuplement de l'Afric, .e de
l'Ouest, d'alimentation, de population, continuent et continueront à se poser et
qu'il est temps de les étudier de manière rationnelle. C'est ainsi qu'en plus de
DE VSIS-Afrique, considéré comme réseau majeur et prioritaire du système pan-
africain, viendront s'ajouter lentement, progressivement, lorsque les ressources le
permettront, des réseaux importants tels que POPIN-Afrique, MEDLARS-
Afrique, etc.

Dans le domaine de la documentation et de l'information, î'Afrique a tenté
en priorité d'obtenir les données dont elle a tant besoin pour le développement
économique et social, avant de s'intéresser à d'autres secteurs.
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Cette approche nous a paru réaliste et raisonnable, car pour nous, c'est la
seule qui puisse véritablement préparer le continent africain à poser les
fondements nécessaires pouvant permettre à son économie et à sa population
d'espérer connaître un jour le même rythme de croissance et le même degré
d'épanouissement que l'économie et les populations des pays industrialisés.

Mais parlons du fonctionnement interne de DEVSIS-Afrique et de ses
relations avec les systèmes internationaux existants ou en cours de création.

Lorsqu'un nouvel organisme voit le jour, la question que tout le monde se
pose est de savoir comment ses divers mécanismes et rouages vont fonctionner.
Et le succès de nouveaux organismes dépend en grande partie de leurs capacités
d'adaptation aux structures en place et a l'évolution. Les risques de torpillage et
de sabotage volontaires ou involontaires sont plus ou moins réduits lorsque les
gens ne se sentent pas menacés dans leurs positions, ni gènes dans la réalisation
de leurs projets.

Compte tenu du fait que la CE A a mis plus de 10 ans a essayer simplement
de concevoir le projet, compte tenu du fait que DEVSIS-Afrique est né après
INIS et AGRIS et que, par conséquent, de pombreuses leçons découlent de la mise
sur pied de ces deux systèmes, compte tenu enfin de la decision que nous avons
prise de démarrer les activités techniques de DEVSIS-Afrique avant la fin de
cette année, nous avons pris de grandes précautions pour laisser toutes les portes
ouvertes afin de ne pas courir le risque de compromettre l'avenir, quoi qu'il arrive.

Quels seront tout d'abord, les rapports entre DEVSIS-Afrique et DEVSIS-
International, si ce dernier voit le jour comme nous l'espérons? Comme les deux
noms l'indiquent, l'un n'est en fait qu'une simple partie de l'autre. DEVSIS-
Afrique est partie intégrante, représente et defend sur le continent africain les
intérêts de DEVSIS-International. D'ailleurs, avec les 49 États africains et les
6 ou 7 autres pays qui de l'Amérique à l'Asie en passant par l'Europe ont déjà
rejoint le système, DEVSIS-International existera quasi automatiquement au
cours de l'arnée 1980. DEVSIS-Afrique aura alors pour vocation essentielle de
promouvoir, en Afrique, la philosophie et les méthodologies de DEVSIS-
International. Les réunions, symposiums, séminaires, stages et autres qui seront
organisés en Afrique le seront par et sous l'égide de DEVSIS-Afrique et sous le
contrôle de DEVSIS-International afin de maintenir la viabilité et la compati-
bilité du système tant à l'échelon africain qu'à l'échelon international. Il va de soi,
il faut l'avouer, que l'Afrique avec ses quarante-neuf membres, qui seront peut-
être bientôt au nombre de cinquante-et-un sur une soixantaine, pèsera d'un poids
assez lourd dans la balance. Mais il est à souhaiter que l'Amérique. l'Europe et
l'Asie se décident à nommer de très nombreux participants afin de garantir la
qualité du système et d'éviter qu'il ne devienne un système de sous-industrialisès
et de chroniquement sous-dèveloppés. Ce serait en effet vraiment dommage que
DEVSIS-International devienne une affaire de «nations nègres», désespérées
de voir un jour leurs économies prendre un quelconque essor, et accusant sur les
pays industrialisés des retards tels qu'elles ne seront jamais à même de subvenir
aux besoins vitaux de leurs populations, ni de promouvoir le bonheur social à
quelque niveau que ce soit.

De toute façon DEVSIS-Afrique se prépare et se tiendra toujours à l'affût du
progrès. C'est ainsi qu'au niveau du Centre de coordination, nous avons opté pour
un personnel réduit, hautement qualifié aussi bien pour la direction que pour les
sections d'assistance technique qui utiliseront des ordinateurs hautement per-
formants et coûtant peu cher. Un centre de formation a été prévu qui n'accueillera
hélas que cinq stagiaires par an et par pays au niveau post-universitaire. Ce
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nombre réduit découle du refus de se lancer dans le gigantisme et du choix
délibéré de voir l'essentiel de l'effort de développement du système porter sur les
centres nationaux de participation. Le système ne sera en effet viable qu"a la
condition de développer au sein des pays africains une politique nationale de la
documentation et de l'information pour le développement économique et social,
avec des bureaux nationaux, des centres nationaux de coordination, disposant
d'un personnel qualifié, dotés des ressources financières nécessaires, essentielle-
ment consacrées à l'alimentation quotidienne et régulière des centres nationaux.
des relais institutionnels ou sous-régionaux de DEVSIS-Afrique et de DEVSIS-
International.

En effet nous optons pour le progrés et la technologie moderne, mais nous
n'oublions pas que de nombreux pays africains, pauvres, enclavés, dont les
populations souffrent parfois d'une misère quasi absolue, mettront du temps a
suivre et que, malgré tous nos efforts, ils risquent de ne pouvoir y arriver. Si au
niveau du centre de collecte les bordereaux d'entrée sont remplis manuellement,
au niveau des centres nationaux, sous-régionaux, institutionnels et continentaux
nous devons mettre tout en oeuvre pour un traitement rapide de l'information qui
sera mise à la disposition des utilisateurs de façon à pouvoir être utilisée
immédiatement, quels que soient les équipements disponibles, ordinateurs,
terminaux, lecteurs de microfiches. Bien entendu pour les utilisateurs isolés dans
la jungle africaine, seules des copies imprimées pourront être d'une quelconque
utilité.

DEVSIS-Afrique, que nous avons tenté de décrire dans ce bref expose,
saura-t-il relever le défi que pose aujourd'hui la diffusion de l'information sur le
continent africain?

Discussion

John Woolston: With the permission of the Chair, I would like to add to what Dr
Quirino has said about Africa by offering a brief introduction to the overall
DEVSIS program and by mentioning what is happening in other parts of the
world.

All of us have heard this week about INIS and AGRIS, which are operating
systems, and we identify these systems with missions: INIS — for the peaceful
uses of atomic energy; AGRIS — to grow more food. But we can also identify
these systems with communities. The community for INIS is the atomic energy
commissions of the world. The community for AGRIS is the ministries of
agriculture of the world. What other missions and communities are there? After
preservation of peace, probably the most important mission for humanity is the
economic and social development of the Third World And, for this mission too.
one can identify a community. There are many components to this community, but
the really powerful members are the ministries of planning and the development
banks. Can these be supported by a mission-oriented information system?

At an international meeting in 1974, it was felt that there is indeed a need to
build such a system, the name DEVSIS (Development Sciences Information
System) was adopted, and a study team was created under the auspices of six
international organizations. These were the ILO, IDRC, OECD, UNDP,
UNESCO, and the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs. The team
worked under the guidance of a Steering Committee, which was made up of
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representatives from the sponsoring organizations as well as information
specialists from Africa, Asia, Latin America, Western Europe, and Eastern
Europe.

The report of the study team has been available since the end of 1975 — in
English, French, Spanish, and Russian. The Steering Committee at its final
meeting recommended the adoption of DEVSIS to the international community
and identified the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs as the most
appropriate body to manage it.

Today that Department does have a small Information Systems Unit that is
running essentially according to DEVSIS methods. But the big question of
whether the world community should adopt DEVSIS, as it has adopted INIS and
AGRIS, has not yet been discussed by the General Assembly of the United
Nations or by ECOSOC. Meanwhile, a number of other experiments have taken
place around the world. Perhaps most progress has been made in Latin America.
The Economic Commission for Latin America has been directed by its member
states to build an information system to serve ministries of planning. Experi-
mental implementation should begin toward the end of this year with 10
participating countries. The Economic Commission for Latin America covers a
large territory and, as a subprogram within the total program, there is a Caribbean
effort that is being directed by the Caribbean office of the Economic Commission
for Latin America based at Port of Spain, Trinidad.

Because my own organization (IDRC) was much involved in the early
studies, we too have been doing experiments in Ottawa and, for the last 3 years,
we have produced a printed output, Devindex. Originally this covered only
material produced in Canada but this year, it also contains material contributed
from the Federal Republic of Germany. We have now had offers from several
countries to participate in these experiments and, in fact, we have received input
from some of them. The offers include those of the Netherlands. Tunisia.
Morocco, Pakistan, Thailand, Philippines, Bangladesh. Indonesia, and the
Soviet Union. Two of these countries have already produced national indexes
using DEVSIS methods: the Philippines and Pakistan. But in neither of these
countries was the operation computerized; the documentalists used manual
methods to simulate the DEVSIS proposals.

There is a grassroots movement that can be seen here, and one that is not
linked to any particular concept of development We were very careful in the
DEVSIS study team to avoid adopting a development philosophy; the subject
categorization and the indexing that were proposed are intended to be neutral with
respect to different ideologies, so that DEVSIS would be equally hospitable to,
for example, the participatory philosophy of development the Marxist philosophy
of development or the free-market philosophy of development Information from
any source, provided only that it has the mission of development would be
acceptable under the proposed DEVSIS procedure.

What is happening in Africa is thus one of the most significant manifesta-
tions of the DEVSIS program, but — fortunately — there are parallel initiatives
in many other parts of the world.
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Sharing Development Information
P. Hansen
United Nations Department of International Economic and Social
Affairs, New York, USA

Since the advent of the space age and advanced use of mass communication
media, individuals involved in the field of public administration are finding
themselves constantly in need of improved support systems for efficient
utilization of information of all types, regardless of the size of the government or
organization they must administer. On one hand they must cope with the problem
of an information explosion that requires an enormous amount of time and energy
to absorb and digest the portion needed to know or do their job well. On the other
hand, they must solve many complex problems that are the product of complex
bureaucracies and the transnational and multidisciplinary nature of contemporary
political and economic reality. These are no exceptions for those of us engaged in
international economic and social development.

We constantly find it necessary to have the capacity to predict our
information needs well in advance so that, when the need arises, information will
be at our fingertips in a suitable form. II is often too late to collect data after one's
information needs are identified, especially when the data collection depends
upon the cooperation of those who do not share the same information needs at that
moment. My own experience has been no exception.

Program planning and coordination efforts within the United Nations family
require an enormous amount of cross-organizational information that cannot be
collected without interorganizational cooperation. Our ability to obtain such
information depends heavily upon the ability of each individual agency or
organization to supply information in a form that can be aggregated, compared, or
collated. Adoption of standards and guidelines for various components of
information systems and services is one of the first steps to accommodate
economic sharing of information from various sources.

The economic advantage to be gained by sharing technical knowledge and
experience on the use of information is self-evident. Provision must be made to
encourage exchange of information about the existence of inexpensive hardware
or availability of efficient software, as well as knowledge about the systems and
services that meet individual needs.

During the past 2 years the Information Systems Unit of the United Nations
Department for International Economic and Social Affairs has conducted a pilot
project to establish an automated information system, Development Information
System, and to provide intradepartmental coordination of information systems
activities within our department The results of this project will be reported to
the UN General Assembly at the forthcoming session for review and decision on
its future course.
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Development Information System

Although a few more months still remain before the end of the 2-year pilot
phase. I am pleased to report that we now have a fully operational system with a
sample data base of close to 2000 records. This means that the departmental files
are now being inventoried on a regular basis: unpublished reports containing
information suitable for repeated use are selected, abstracted, and indexed: and
various storage and retrieval data elements are being computerized. The United
Nations was one of the six sponsors of the DEVSfS feasibility study, along with
UNESCO. ILO. OECD. UNDP, and IDRC. Because we did not wish to
duplicate the efforts of others unnecessarily, it was logical for us. in establishing
our own system, to make full use of the preliminary design of DEVSIS. For
instance, we have adopted the data input sheet designed for DE VSIS for our data
entry. Our decision to adopt the DEVSIS input sheet was also influenced by the
fact that it adhered to the UNISIST guidelines — an important factor for a new
information system being established within the UN family. As for the list of
indexing terms necessary to describe the information contained in documents,
rather than creating another new thesaurus of indexing terms, we chose to
participate, along with ILO. CEPAL, OECD, and others, in a cooperative effort
supported by IDRC to revise the Macrothesaunts so that the terms it contained
would fully reflect our needs.

After much research, we were convinced that useful experience can be
gained from the application of the minicomputer to development Therefore, for
the pilot phase of the Development Information System, we are testing the cost-
effectiveness of a minicomputer-based information storage-retrieval system
using MINISIS developed by IDRC. So far. we are pleased with the capabilities
of the pilot system and have begun the market test of the system's output. In
addition to producing a variety of printed outputs, the system is capable of
providing a printout of on-line data pinpointed by interrogation using key words
that describe the information the user is seeking.

An identical system is being proposed for establishment at the Economic
Commission for Africa (ECA) under its DEVSIS-Africa program. I was very
pleased that ECA chose to utilize the experience we have gained in this area by
including the officer in charge of the Development Information System as a
member of the DEVSIS-Africa study team. The preliminary report of the study
indicates that one of the most thorough preparations has been undertaken by the
team. ECA and IDRC deserve our recognition for their achievement as well as
for their commitment to improving access to information useful for international
development When DEVSIS-Africa is implemented, it will be compatible with
our Development Information System as well as LABORDOC of ILO, as ILO
has recently made the decision to purchase a minicomputer and to implement
MINISIS at its headquarters located in Geneva.

Modest progress is being made toward international cooperation in informa-
tion systems within the United Nations family. The next step is to increase the
flow of information among international organizations and their member
governments.
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POPIN: an International Information
Network for the Population Field
Leon Tabah
Population Division, Department of International Economic and Social
Affairs, United Nations, New York, USA

In recent years, the transfer of information has been recognized as a basic
requisite for reducing the socioeconomic imbalance that exists between the
industrialized and the developing countries. International information systems
such as INIS and AGRIS facilitate the transfer. In the field of population studies,
the importance of sharing population program and research information has also
been recognized.

Population information and data are generated in many institutional
environments, including research institutions, universities and other academic
institutions, government ministries, and international organizations. The type of
information produced ranges from basic facts, vital statistics, trends, and
forecasts to prescriptions for population policy or development plans and is used
not only by demographers and social scientists but by development planners,
policymakers, program administrators, project financiers, researchers, students
and teachers of demography, and others. A large portion of the world's
population-related literature, however, is not readily accessible to many who
could benefit from it. In many of the developing countries, where similarities in
socioeconomic stature make the sharing of experiences important the systematic
gathering of population-related information does not yet exist Research results
are not readily known or available, as much of the population-related literature is
not adequately covered by existing abstracting and indexing services. This results
in loss of valuable information, repetition of studies, and waste of time and
resources.

With the identification of information as a basic element in development
planning, the need to establish information infrastructures, particularly at the
national and regional levels, has been recognized. In response to this need, a
population information network (POPIN) is now being established based on the
INIS/AGRIS principle of sharing information but differing from the two
international systems in subject coverage, development and operation.

Background

The issue of population information was first addressed by the United
Nations in 1973 at the 17th session of the Population Commission. Members of
the Commission "expressed interest in the possibility of computerizing demo-
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graphic information" and stated: "the need for an international bibliographic
system on population matters was felt — in view of the rapid increase in the
publication of studies on population, which makes it most difficult for
government officials and scholars, particularly those in developing countries, to
keep abreast of developments."1

The importance of the exchange and dissemination of information on
matters related to population and the need to foster this exchange were further
emphasized in the World Population Plan of Action, adopted in 1974 at
theWorld Population Conference in Bucharest

With this increasing interest in population information, a group of experts in
the fields of population studies and information sciences, from both industrialized
and developing countries, met in Mexico City in 1975 to discuss plans for
international cooperative action in the storage, retrieval, and dissemination of
demographic information. Organized by the Committee for International Co-
operation of National Research in Demography (CICRED) and cosponsored by
the International Committee for Social Sciences Documentation (ICSSD), the
International Labour Office (ILO), the United Nations Fund for Population
Activities (UNFPA), and the United Nations Population Division, the meeting
proposed a study to consider ways for setting up a cooperative international
population information network. This network would provide information to
users directly or indirectly concerned with economic and social development and
would include the broad field of population matters.

The study, carried out during 1976 by a technical task force (TTF) under the
direction of an international interim steering committee (ISC), concluded that a
worldwide system for population information was feasible and that it should be
set up to serve the needs of users, particularly those in the developing countries.
The findings of the study, which were submitted by the secretary-general of the
United Nations to the 19th session of the Population Commission in January
1977, also emphasized the need for a greater accessibility to population
information, the importance of establishing or strengthening regional capacities
in this area, and the desirability of coordinating and linking activities and services
already in existence, among others. The Population Commission adopted a draft
resolution on a Population Information System (POPINS), subsequently approved
(May 1977) by the Economic and Social Council as resolution 2052 (LXII), that
included a request to the secretary-general to continue the exploratory studies on
the establishment of POPINS with the findings to be reported to the 20th session
of the Commission.

Ongoing population information activities

While the international studies and discussions were under way, population
information activities in various parts of the world were already in various stages
of development. With the increase in the late 1960s of population/family
planning programs, information activities such as the bibliographical and
information service of the International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF)
in England began to appear. In the United States, the Technical Information
Service at the Carolina Population Center was established to help in the
development of population information resources throughout the world through a

1 Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Fiftv-sixlh Session,
Supplement No.3 (E/5444), para. 255, 361 (d).
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technical assistance program in population library development. The Population
Information Program at George Washington University was set up in 1972 to
provide information on population and fertility regulation to the developing
countries through a series of analytic and evaluative reports entitled Population
Reports and an on-line computerized population information system — POPINFORM.

Population Index, which had been in existence since 1935, continued to
provide coverage of the demographic literature primarily to the academic
community, through its annotated bibliographic service. The International
Statistical Programs Center of the U.S. Bureau of the Census set up a
Demographic Data Retrieval System (DDRS) to store and retrieve statistical
data. The Association for Population/Family Planning Libraries and Informa-
tion Centers International (APLICI) was formed to bring personnel working in
the area in contact with each other and to contribute to improving the information
flow.

Recognition by the Second Asian Population Conference in 1972 of the
importance and need for sharing population information, discussions on the
feasibility of establishing national and regional networks at a Working Meeting
on Asian Resources for a Population Library Information Network in 1973, and
the demand for greater access to population information accompanied by the
statements in the World Population Plan of Action gave added impetus to the
development of national activities in Asia. Stimulated and encouraged by
international and regional organizations and others such as the East-West
Communication Institute of the East-West Center in Honolulu and the popula-
tion clearinghouse and information section of ESCAP (the Economic and Social
Commission for Asia and the Pacific), several countries in Asia including
Indonesia, Korea, the Philippines, and Thailand moved toward establishing
national population/family planning information networks, with other countries
developing ways to share information. These activities and others were well
under way when the TTF/ISC conducted its study.

Recent initiatives

More recently, the interest in international population information has
accompanied a surge of activities at the regional level. Population documentation
services have been implemented in both Latin America and Africa. The Latin
American population documentation system (Sistema de Documentation sobre
Poblacion en Amenta Latina DOCPAL) established at CELADE (Centro
Latinoamericano di Demografia) in Santiago is identifying and collecting
population-related documentation dealing with the Latin American region. In
operation since 1976, DOCPAL now has a computerized data base containing
more than 8000 references, has produced four issues of a biennial Spanish
abstract and index journal, and is providing documents and search services on
request

From the outset, DOCPAL was designed to become a cooperative system
operating under the "territorial formula." Its development is directed toward
decentralizing its operations so that national centres will become responsible for
collecting and processing the literature produced in their own countries. This
decentralization began in mid-1978 with the establishment of a pilot project in
Argentina. The Fundacion para el Desarrollo de America Latina (FUDAL) in
Buenos Aires is the first national component in the DOCPAL network and is
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concentrating on locating and processing bibliographic information produced in
the federal capital and two of the provinces of Argentina.

In Africa, the Regional Institute for Population Studies (RIPS) formally
established the Population Information and Documentation System for Africa
(PIDSA) in October 1978. The first issue of PIDSA's abstract and index journal,
containing references to French and English documents dealing with Africa
south of the Sahara, was published in January 1979. PIDSA. currently a manual
system, was designed for eventual computerization. Procedures already in use
by DOCPAL have been adopted because compatibility is seen as a way to
facilitate future exchange of information.

Not only is progress being made within the regions but activities are under
way in the United States to improve population information services. POPINFORM.
which recently relocated to the Johns Hopkins population information program,
has reached an agreement with the National Library of Medicine (NLM) to
establish an international population information service to be known as
POPLINE, which will be available worldwide through NLM's existing com-
munications network. In addition to the references already covered in POPINFORM
POPLINE will include the reproductive physiology information available in
Population Sciences and the social science and demographic information
available through Population Index. The Index has started processing the
citations from its 1969-77 volumes for storage in a computerized data base. More
than 12 000 records from the 1975-77 volumes have already been entered into
the computer and will be available for searching through POPLINE.

An international population information network

The makings of an international network already exist. The two regional
systems, DOCPAL and PIDSA, and Population Index established methods of
cooperation and collaboration at a meeting in Santiago in July 1978. These
services are or will be using computer software already in use in international
organizations such as FAO, ILO, and UNESCO and in countries such as Brazil,
Bulgaria, Canada, Egypt, Hungary, Mexico, Philippines. Thailand. Sweden, and
the United States. They have agreed to use a common subject scope similar to
that established by Population Index and adopted by a working group of the
IUSSP( International Union for the Scientific Study of Population) involved in a
national bibliographies project the Multilingual Thesaurus of Population
developed under the auspices of CICRED for assigning descriptors to docu-
ments; and the geographic and language codes of the International Standards
Organization.

Establishment of an international population information network would not
be breaking new ground technically. Procedures already established by other
international systems and organizations would be adopted for the population
field. POPLINE could be a strong operational component and could provide
support to the development of the network at both technical and substantive
levels.

Establishment of POPIN

Responding to the ECOSOC request that further exploratory studies be
conducted on the establishment of a population information system (POPINS),
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the United Nations Population Division conducted a survey and carried out
consultations particularly at the regional level in late 1978 to assess the direction
of population information activities particularly in the developing countries. In
the limited time available for the study, it was found that there is a significant
trend toward national activities. Countries are increasingly concerned that
coverage of their national literature in the major population information resources
is inadequate and are recognizing the need to identify and collect their own
documentation, establish national and regional networks for information ex-
change, and train personnel. The Division recognized that the major objective of
any international information system should be to facilitate the availability of
national materials at national levels, that severe constraints in many developing
countries militate against the extensive use of a remote computerized data bank,
and that many activities are already under way at the national and regional levels
and need to be tied together for maximum benefits.

Countries have expressed the need to develop population information
activities at national and regional levels with the facility to exchange information
and benefit from the experiences of one another while building their own
information infrastructures. A cooperative and collaborative effort would bring
positive benefits to each of the members of the network: individual activities
would achieve greater success than uncoordinated efforts of individuals or
institutions; coverage of the literature and access to it would be improved:
duplication of work would be reduced; and national capabilities would be
strengthened. Moreover, more efficient use could be made of the resources
devoted to population if POPINS were developed as a network of population
information and documentation centres, libraries, and clearinghouses at both
national and regional levels.

Reaction of the Population Commission at its 20th session to the network
concept was most favourable. Members of the Commission were encouraged by
the considerable progress made in population information activities since their
previous meeting and were pleased with the move in emphasis away from a large
computerized system. Representatives emphasized the importance of compatibility
and the development of national capabilities in information collection and
documentation. They also remarked that the network should embrace all
countries, take into account what already exists, and decentralize its activities.
However, they felt that coordination must be done within the United Nations.

The Population Commission endorsed the concept of POPINS as a
decentralized network of cooperating documentation centres, information systems.
clearinghouses, and libraries under the aegis of the United Nations and
recommended the acronym be changed to POPIN to reflect this new orientation.
They also endorsed the establishment of a small coordinating unit within the
Secretariat that would be subject to guidance from participants in the network and
the setting up of an advisory group that would orient the work program.

Structure of the network

Unlike INIS and AGRIS, which were built on the "top-down" approach.
POPIN could be said to be developing from the "bottom up." INIS and AGRIS
both began as central operations using the "territorial formula." POPIN is
developing as a regional and national operation with activities integrated through
a central coordinating unit. In INIS and AGRIS, there is decentralized
identification and recording of information about literature produced in a country
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or region; centralized merging of this information; and centralized production of
various kinds of output including printed bibliographies and computer tapes. In
POPIN, input, processing, and the distribution of output will be decentralized,
whereas coordination will be centralized.

With formal approval from ECOSOC for the establishment of POPIN,
efforts to establish the POPIN Coordinating Unit and to set up the POPIN
Advisory Group can proceed.

The POPIN Coordinating Unit will be located in the United Nations
Population Division and will have as its main purpose to coordinate the activities
of the network and serve as a referral centre to its members. It will monitor agreed-
upon procedures for the network members and issue an information bulletin on
current activities and latest developments in the individual national or regional
systems. The Coordinating Unit will be responsible for preparing a series of
manuals, including POPIN guidelines and standards, network procedures,
operations, and policies congruent with agreements reached by the Advisory
Group ana useful to members of the network in setting up or improving their own
information systems. It will be responsible for the promotion of the network and
liaison with international systems. Although not establishing z massive collection
of documents, the Coordinating Unit will maintain a collection of abstract
journals, reference books, and books and journals on information sciences to
enable the Unit to respond to inquiries. It will cooperate with the library of the
Population Division and the Information Systems Unit of the Department of
International Economic and Social Affairs in identifying and processing popula-
tion documents produced within the Division. Most of all, the Unit will be
responsive to the needs of the members of the network.

The Advisory Group of POPIN will guide the work of the Coordinating Unit
on technical and substantive issues and, although not yet clearly defined, will
probably comprise representatives of regional and national population informa-
tion systems, other major cooperative international information systems, the
United Nations regional commissions, and the UNISIST program of UNESCO.

Standardization, coordination, and uniformity must be established and
maintained among the network members. The first meeting of the POPIN
Advisory Group, tentatively scheduled for early 1980, will bring together
representatives from various activities to discuss ways to improve the inter-
connections among existing population information systems; resolve some of the
problems of standardization, uniformity, and coordination; and arrive at some
consensus on the operation of the network. Agreed-upon modes of operation will
be specified in the guidelines for participation in the network.

Conclusions

Establishment of the international population information network (POPIN)
has been in direct response to the increasing recognition of the value of
information, the desire of developing countries to build their own information
infrastructure, and the need to tie a number of isolated activities together to
maximize the benefits. Effective operation will depend to a great extent on the
recognition of common objectives; shared knowledge of the activities of each of
the members of the network; the drawing-up of subject boundaries between
POPIN and other systems such as DEVSIS; compatibility among systems and
services; and working arrangements to increase and accelerate the information
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flow. More important will be the support of national governments and the active
participation of national and regional networks. It is hoped that POPIN will
improve the flow of population information in the world and contribute to
narrowing the gap existing between the industrialized and developing countries.
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Tide Role of Specialized Information Services
in. Development

Fernando Monge
Scientific Information Exchange Unit, Centro Intemacional de Agri-
cultura Tropical (CIAT), Call, Colombia

The administration of technical and scientific information in the world has
been a subject of frequent discussion. Two ideotypes in a centralization-
decentralization continuum can be identified: the great monolithic centre that tries
to collect, systematize, and deliver practically everything that is produced in a
broad field of knowledge and, more recently, the decentralized network that
includes highly specialized information centres that offer a wide spectrum of
services and are linked together by fast and efficient communication means. It is
the purpose of this paper to illustrate the latter — a specialized information
network operating at the Centro Intemacional de Agricultura Tropical.

The description that follows does not oppose larger information systems,
such as AGRIS or AGRINTER; in fact, CIATs commodity-specialized
information centres participate in these schemes. However, the description does
show that specialized information centres that are closely linked to research
centres of excellence in a given commodity have a major role in promoting
development not only as mere providers of needed information for research
activities but also as means of building the basic human infrastructure in
countries. The latter role permits scientific communities to behave as systems and
not as unconnected and disorganized groups of elements.

First, a brief overview of the situation of technical information in Latin
America.

Information: essential for research

Information-sharing is essential for successful research endeavours, not only
to avoid duplication of efforts but also to obtain a multiplier effect sometimes
called "a cross-fertilization of ideas."

Several communication and development models postulate three sub-
processes to which distinct and sometimes institutionalised groups of people
correspond. These are the generation of knowledge, its transformation and
transmission, and its application and use. In the agricultural sector, for instance,
knowledge is typically generated by scientists, usually in government or private
research institutions; it is transformed and disseminated by " change agents" who
belong to extension institutions or communication services; and it is applied and
used by farmers.
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This structural model also fits the more restricted system of scientific
development. The one sui generis characteristic of this subsystem is that one
group of people — scientists — assume the various roles of knowledge-
generators, transmitters, and users. Where does information fit into this broad,
structural scheme? Information is not an end in itself but an indispensable means
to connect the elements of the scientific research system and make it work as a
system and not as a heap of unconnected and disorganized parts.

Consequently, it is surprising that information and communication services
are often totally divorced from research activities. If researchers have sometimes
been criticized for creating "ivory towers," perhaps librarians and documentalists
are also guilty of creating "paper towers" because of a failure to recognize this
cycle of knowledge as one single process.

Certainly, very valuable research results are produced, but they remain in
the laboratories, the scientists' offices, or secretaries' files. Diffusion is minimal.

The Latin American scientist as information producer

Very little research has been done to determine how much information Latin
American scientists produce, but the production of technical and scientific
literature is recognized as low. A first study carried out by Rheineck and Diaz-
Bordenave (1967) analyzed 34 scientists at La Molina University in Lima, Peru,
in terms of certain institutional and personal variables that could have a bearing on
their literature production. The results indicated that motivation seemed to play an
important role in their publication rates. Personal motivation was low and, in
turn, appeared to be based on a lack of perceived institutional incentives to
publish. A majority of the scientists were not aware of the existence of any reward
whatsoever for the effort of publishing an article.

In a follow-up study carried out by Diaz-Bordenave (1968) on a more
international sample of 88 scientists attending a meeting of the Asociacion
Latinoamericana de Ciencias Agricolas (ALCA), similar results were obtained.
Based on this information, the author notes that the lack of motivation emanates
from the scientist (interest) as well as the institution (incentives). Of the 88
scientists, 66 stated either that publishing is not necessary or that publishing
makes a contribution but is not really necessary. The author concludes that
certainly in Latin America no "publish-or-perish" ;thic exists.

Publication infrastructure

In 1962 the Scientific Development Division of the Pan American Union
and the Centre de Documentation Cientifica y Tecnica de Mexico, through a
grant, supported a study of Latin American journals of science and technology.
Despite the time lapse, the results of this study are still applicable (Pan American
Union 1962): "Typically, scientific and technical journals published in Latin
America are short of personnel. Selection and edition of articles, as well as other
editorial functions, are usually carried out by scientists and professors in their free
time, frequently free of charge. Budgets are usually small and printing and
distribution costs are subject to unpredictable raises due to inflation. Runs are
small and the reduced numbers of subscribers limit the income that would come
from subscriptions and advertisements....It was found that around one-third of
the journals did not have a regular frequency of appearance, and if they did, it was
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seldom met in practice....It was also found that most journals had a low
periodicity, quarterly at best, they were frequently irregular and of a reduced size
(three out of every ten journals had less than 50 pages per issue)."

Ten years later, Gorbitz (1972) confirmed these results at a meeting of a
group of technical editors in Puerto Rico. In addition, he noted the uneven quality
of the contents, a high percentage of journals having a short life cycle and poor
international distribution.

In spite of all these problems, six Latin American journals appeared in
Lawani's list (1972) of the 50 most frequently cited journals in the tropical and
subtropical literature. The list was later published in a more complete form
(Brennan 1974). Because of the fundamental lack of motivation for scientists to
publish, most Latin American technical and scientific journals are weak and
constantly menaced. The infrastructure of technical and scientific publishing in
Latin America is an illustration of the vicious circle of underdevelopment; it
challenges Latin American documentalists to dsvelop innovative systems
adapted to the real situatior 'o reach the appropriate audiences with pertinent
information at the time it L 'leeded.

The Latin American scientist as information consumer

The other side of the production/consumption equation is also low. Latin
American scientists exhibit a low level of information-seeking behaviour, and in a
study in 1967,1 found out why: ease of access to pertinent information was the
most important variable in the use made of libraries by a group of Colombian
scientists (Monge 1967). My findings have since been confirmed by the success
of the cassava information centre at CIAT. Thus, ease of access has become a
guiding principle in our progi am. Latin American scientists are eager to receive
information in their fields of research, but the generally poor services offered
constitute a barrier that produces a sense of futility.

In countries such as the United States, $1 of every $5 spent on goods,
services, constriction, and new machinery is allocated to information services; in
contrast, in Latin America, libraries are few and are usually located in major
cities, their collections are poor and outdated, their services are of the traditional
type — the "cafeteria approach" to information management where the librarian
or documentalist's function is to display materials for users to choose.

In summary, only a low percentage of the information produced in the
developing countries ever reaches conventional publication channels, and only a
low percentage of the information generated in the developed countries ever
reaches the libraries and documentation centres of developing countries; the
result is that Latin American scientists are minimally informed in their respective
fields.

Consequently, the tasks facing the scientist's counterpart, the documentalist,
are first to collect the so-called fugitive material, i.e., internal reports, mimeo-
graphed papers, etc., which contain valuable and up-to-date information, and
second to link the vast amount of information produced and collected in the
developed countries with users in the developing countries in such a way that the
users are not bogged down with nonpertinent information. Finally, the docu-
mentalist must process, group, and disseminate information in such a way that it
reaches the user directly at the appropriate time.
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Consolidated information: a holistic approach

The CIAT approach to the task is through the concept of consolidated
information, which not only includes the analysis of information but also the
synthesis of the latest scientific and technical developments. The process of
consolidating information includes an evaluative phase in which an expert selects
and analyzes information for reliability and quality and then condenses and fuses
the information in publications such as monographs, state-of-the-art reports, field
manuals, etc.

This model is illustrated by the services offered by the cassava information
centre at CIAT:

• Monographs on specific topics (for instance, Cassava pests and their
control by A. Bellotti and A. van Schoonhoven) are prepared from the pertinent
literature provided by the centre's abstracting service; these give the user a cr
analysis of the subject by world experts.

• Field manuals are produced about practical problems such as u
pests, nutritional deficiencies, etc.; these are written in simple language
include colour illustrations so that they will be useful not only to the researcher i
also to the fanner and to the extension agent.

• Reproductions of published articles are distributed; these are of articles
that because of their importance deserve a wider distribution in Latin America
than is usually accomplished by the journals. The reproductions are frequently
Spanish translations.

• Newsletters, such as the Cassava Newsletter, are published about
research in progress and other news in the field; in general, these promote
cohesion through communication among researchers working on a specific
commodity.

• Directories are compiled so that people can find out who is doing what and
where, not only to identify consultants in specific areas but also to prevent
duplication of research efforts.

• Contents Pages, a current awareness publication, is produced monthly; it
lists the tables of contents of selected journals in animal sciences (covering 350
journals), plant sciences (covering 300 journals), and social sciences (covering
99 journals); it is distributed to some 2000 scientists in Latin America, who select
articles of interest and request photocopies when the journals are not available in
their local libraries. Although initially Contents Pages was distributed directly to
individual subscribers, the documentation services unit is encouraging national
institutions to act as distributing agencies within their countries. The hope is that
the national institutions will become aware of the importance of disseminating
information directly to users. At present, nine countries are distributing Contents
Pages and are finding the results rewarding; for instance, the school of agronomy
library at Universidad de Buenos Aires has almost doubled its output of
photocopies since the CIAT Consents Pages were first distributed among
Argentinian agricultural scientists as a service of the country's national informa-
tion system.

• Abstracting services are also provided; scientific articles (published in
journals or as manuals, research bulletins, internal reports, mimeographed papers,
etc.) are analyzed in depth and summarized. Key words or subject-matter
descriptors are chosen to be used for selective retrieval of the information later.
Cards containing the bibliographic citation, key words, and abstract are
distributed 10 times a year to more than 2000 scientists all over the world. On the
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basis of these abstract cards, scientists can request photocopies of the complete
articles. The documentation services cover four areas: cassava, in which the
centre has the only known complete collection of everything published on this
crop; field beans, limited to literature applicable to tropical environments;
tropical pastures; and Latin American agricultural economics and rural devel-
opment The cassava and bean abstracts are published simultaneously in English
and Spanish, whereas the others are published only in Spanish. Although the
documentalists working in these areas are professionals in their respective fields,
they have the collaboration of the scientists in the various research programs at
CI AT. This symbiosis produces a beneficial effect for both the scientists who are
supported by a rapid and complete literature service and the documentalists who
can count on a consulting body of specialists to make an accurate analysis of the
information.

• Specific topic searches are accomplished through a mechanized system
based on specific descriptors. Searches are performed in an average 15-20
minutes, making it possible to answer queries the same days they are received.
This service is widely used by scientists around the world. Requests received by
cable from subscribers are answered immediately, by return cable, giving the
numbers of the pertinent documents because subscribers have the entire collection
of abstract cards at their disposal. In this manner, the CIAT collection of
documents is being used for retrospective searches by users in distant countries
with practically the same speed as if they were at CIAT.

• Cumulative volumes are prepared at the end of the year, the centre
classifies the abstract cards into broad categories and publishes cumulative
abstract volumes, which are distributed free to subscribers and sold to non-
subscribers. To date, four volumes have been published on cassava, three on
beans, three on Latin American agricultural economics, and one on tropical
pastures.

Building infrastructures: scientific communities

As pointed out by Zaltman (1974), the so-called invisible colleges " function
chiefly to provide additional, and very significant, informal channels of com-
munication. They may also function to link powerful organizations and serve as
an important mechanism for coordinating the allocation of resources in the field. "
Zaltman also noted: "While social structures such as informal groups tend to
emerge initially around existing channels of communication, they also react back
upon the communication process. Invisible colleges appear to have a direct
influence on the dissemination and utilization of scientific information and
thereby indirectly influence the discovery of new knowledge."

This, of course, describes the phenomenon observed mostly in developed
countries where the formal infrastructure of scientific communications media is
highly developed. In the developing countries, however, where formal channels of
technical communications are generally weak (Gorbitz 1972; Pan American
Union 1962), measures can be taken to foster the formation of scientific
communities through a holistic approach of providing leadership in research as
well as improving the communications infrastructure by fast efficient informa-
tion services.

Data that illustrate this point on the world scientific community of cassava
workers have been reported elsewhere by my colleagues and me (Monge et al.
1979)(Fig. 1 and 2). Judging by the number of new publications and new authors
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Fig. 1. Cumulative number of new publica- Fig. 2. Cumulative number of new authors
tions on cassava, 1960-77. publishing in the field of cassava, 1960-77.

appearing in the field of cassava, we stated that the cassava technical community
is likely to have entered a stage of development in which increasing specialization
occurs and most general problems are being solved (Crane 1972).

Furthermore, we believed: "Although it is obvious that no causal relationship
can be inferred from these data as to the relative impact of CIAT's and HTA's
cassava research programs and of CIAT's information activities in this crop, it is
interesting to note that the major impetus of these curves parallels the chrono-
logical development of these programs. It is our interpretation that the growth of
the cassava international community has been increasingly influenced by the
emphasis given by international donor agencies such as IDRC; the leadership
provided by the International Centers' research programs; and related informa-
tional activities such as documentation services, technical meetings and symposia,
and publications all of which provide a sense of identity to the community"
(Monge et al. 1979).

In a recent investigation of Latin American scientists with more diverse
commodity interests, Kramer (1979) concluded: "What we are witnessing, then,
is a situation wherein the critical elements for successful agricultural develop-
ment are present..with the exception of a fully operational information infra-
st • ctire that allows for the integration of the various elements into one coherent
effort"

The experience acquired with the cassava international community shows a
successful attempt to provide a bonding element in the system.

John Woolston's (1977) proposal for AGRIS Tropical also points in the
same direction and contains an organizational scheme that deserves careful
consideration. After stating the emphases of AGRIS level one as being placed on
obtaining a comprehensive inventory of new agricultural information and on
speed of reporting, without including abstracts nor any deep indexing, he
subdivides level two into two categories: level 2-A, illustrated typically by the
Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux documentation services in which the
basic aim is to have a data base, usually computerized, and the publication of one
or more abstract journals; and level 2-B "exemplified by the information services
offered from the Cassava Information Centre at Cali, Colombia, the Tropical
Grain Legumes Information Centre at Ibadan, Nigeria, the International
Irrigation Information Centre at Bet Dagan, Israel, and the International Rice
Research Institute at Los Banos, Philippines; and also by the data services to be
offered by the International Network of Feed Information Centres."
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Woolston's characterization of these "information analysis" centres parallels
our model of consolidated information:

Each such centre is located where there is also a considerable research
activity within the same subject scope as the information service, so that the
products can reflect, not only what is found in the literature, but also the very
up-to-date information and judgement that can only be obtained by inter-
action with research scientists. This combination of research activity and an
information activity builds a true " centre of excellence" within the designated
subject field.

A most important and interesting point in his proposal, however, is the idea
of a coordinating body:

My proposal, therefore, is that FAO should follow something like the
CGIAR-TAC (Consultative Group on Internationa! Agricultural Research-
Technical Advisory Committee] pattern in providing a mechanism for the
coordination of investments in specialized agricultural information services....
At the Annual Consultation of AGRIS Tropical, there would be present (a)
an independent chairman; (b) representatives of donor organizations in-
vesting at least $ 2i j,000/year to improve information services in support of
tropical agriculture; (c) one or two liaison persons designated by TAC
from among its members or its Secretariat (d) a number of information
specialists from tropical countries (the number to be at least equal to the
number of donor organizations represented); and (e) appropriate members of
the staff of the AGRIS Coordinating Centre and such other individuals as
they may designate to ensure adequate liaison with relevant cooperative
activities at Level Two-A.

Accomplishments and future trends

The basic accomplishment of the cassava information centre at CIAT may
be the introduction of a pragmatic approach to the handling of technical
information in the Third World. Emphasis is placed on satisfying the scientists'
needs rather than on the techniques for doing so, which at times may be more
complicated than necessary. The consolidated information model for collecting
and disseminating information on a commodity-specialization basis and
producing services that reach the users promptly is being adopted at both national
and international levels. It has attracted the interest of larger international
systems such as AGRIS (FAO) and AGRINTER (Instituto Interamericano de
Ciencias Agricolas), and it may be considered a pilot model for coordinated
information services for other agricultural commodities in the developing
countries.

Because of the wide acceptance of these services, present activities are being
directed increasingly toward training personnel for national documentation
services, networking the documentation act) .ities of the international agricultural
research centres and other national and international organizations, and increasing
the coverage of literature within the four selected areas.

In summary, it appears that experience and recent research on the topic of
information and communication among agricultural scientists in the tropical belt
are pointing toward the networking of research activities by means of strengthening
the information infrastructure to produce rather tightly knit commodity-oriented
research communities. The international centres have an important role in
coordinating these networks, as has been illustrated by the work of the inter-
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national cassava research community. All these efforts could, nevertheless, be
better coordinated by an efficient mechanism of priority review and resource
allocation similar to the CGIAR-TAC model.

At present, the trend toward highly specialized information centres seems to
be the most viable solution to the information explosion, offering the best
possibilities of reaching users rapidly.
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Bringing the Patent Family Together and Other
Information Services at the International
Patent Documentation Center (INPADOC)
G. Quarda
International Patent Documentation Center, Vienna, Austria

Peaceful development with improved living conditions for all is possible only
if the gap of technology between the highly industrialized countries and the
countries of the Third World can be closed. Only if technological discoveries and
development are fully available and accessible to all countries can the natural
resources of this world be utilized in an efficient way. Applying advanced
technology is necessary for the utilization of natural resources without disturbing
the balance of biology.

It is essential not only to set up technological facilities in developing
countries but also to transmit the necessary knowledge to operate the facilities.
Besides the training of specialists, the transfer of technology is most important.

All fundamental technological methods developed in the course of this
century have been protected by patents and are. therefore, published in patent
documents. Patent literature is in many respects unique. Prblication of inven-
tions in scientific journals usually tak' s place after put cation in patent
documents. Therefore patent literature is a means to avoid duplication in research
work.

Moreover, patent literature is. because of its comprehensiveness, a special
case. In a patent document an invention must be described in such a way that an
average expert in the particular field is in a position to evaluate the invention.

Because of the lack of powerful international patent laws, it is necessary to
apply for a patent in each country in which protection by patent is wanted. For
this reason, in different countries, patent documents based on one and the same
invention are published. These publications are called a patent family. A first step
toward making patents portable from one country to another took place in 1978
when the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) and the European Patent Conven-
tion came into being.

Possibilities have to be found to make the technological information
contained in patents accessible to developing countries.

In the last few years, patent literature has become a more timely source of
information for industrial research and development because, increasingly,
countries publish unexamined patent applications within 18 months. Before,
patent documents reflected the state of the art with a delay of 3-4 years during
which time the invention was examined in the patent offices. Thus, a considerable
amount of topicality was lost Now, however, with the introduction of unexamined
patent applications, the number of documents published has increased enormously.
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For example, in countries that publish unexamined applications (Belgium.
France, Federal Republic of Germany, Great Britain. Japan, the Netherlands,
Portugal, South Africa, and the Scandinavian countries), there are about 300 000
publications a year (i.e., about 1200 every workday).

A survey of the newly published documents is possible for the interested
parties oniy after precise selection. Thus selective dissemination of information
(SOI) has become important for patent literature documentation.

Processing such a mass of information can only be done by electronic means.
To achieve a favourable cost-performance ratio, it is best to store in a computer
only bibliographic data — that is, application data, publication data, priority
data, classification, the names of the applicant and inventor, and a significant
title. The abstract or the complete text of the patent documents should be
recorded on microfilm or kept in numerical order according to document
numbers.

The bibliographic data on patents are now being collected by the Inter-
nationa) Patent Documentation Center (INPADOC). which was founded on 2
May 1972 based on an agreement between the Republic of Austria and the World
Intellectual Property Organization (W1PO). a special UN organization. It was
intended that the Center would compile a central data base of patent documents
from all over the world. The idea had primarily been to create a central data base
for the aid of offices examining patents according to procedures set out by the
PCT and for the support of developing countries in establishing new patent
offices, but the importance of such a data base for industry and research was also
an essential part of the idea.

The Republic of Austria agreed to found and finance INPADOC. The
World Intellectual Property Organization undertook to support fully the Center
in concluding the necessary agreements with the patent offices of all countries
concerned. Since then, INPADOC has entered into various "Agreements of
Cooperation" with national patent offices and other organizations. These
agreements provide for the delivery to INPADOC. in machine-readable form, of
bibliographic items on all patent documents issued by 27 countries. For 19 other
countries, INPADOC secures information from coding sheets or official gazettes
supplied by the cooperating patent offices. Thus, today. INPADOC gathers
bibliographic data for patent documents from 46 countries. Moreover it includes
in its data base also the bibliographic data of the patent documents published by
the European Patent Office and under the PCT. More than 6 million patent
documents are already contained in the three data bases of INPADOC.

The three data bases are Backfile-1. which covers patent documents
published between 1968 and 1972 in general: Backfile-2. which covers patent
documents published between 1973 and 1977: and the current data base, which
covers patent documents published from 1978 onward.

Some figures illustrate the growth of this data base. At the beginning of 1974
there were 100 000 documents: at the beginning of 1975. 2.5 million: at the
beginning of 1976. nearly 3.5 million: at the beginning of 1977.4.5 million: at the
beginning of 1978, nearly 5.5 million: and at the beginning of 1979. about 6.5
million. On average about 800 000 new documents from 48 countries or
organizations are added yearly to the INPADOC data base in one of 14 different
languages. To process all these data. INPADOC had. and still has. to overcome
various problems. First, the data have to be brought into uniform data-processing
formats and have to be stored uniformly. For instance, calendar dates alone are
coded in different ways throughout the world: INPADOCs format— 790301 —
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may be written in the document as 1 March 79; March 1. 1979; 01031979: etc.
Similar but more complicated problems have occurred with standardization of
names.

For example, one company name may appear in many different ways and
cannot be found easily in indexes arranged alphabetically. Different alphabets
like Katakana (Japanese) or Cyrillic compound the problem. INPADOC
developed a system to transcode these alphabets into Latin characters and to
standardize all variations in writing of applicant names. Therefore it is possible to
find each applicant under a single name in the INPADOC indexes.

At weekly intervals, INPADOC staff check and standardize new data to
update the INPADOC data base. This update information is sent on tape to
cooperating patent offices and to private parties.

The main technical problems for INPADOC were to find suitable means for
gathering information and for distributing it. Also, the enormous amount of
information that had to be maintained called for special technical solutions. The
data base had to be accessible not only to computer-equipped personnel but also
to specialists of patent offices without access to a computer. Therefore.
INPADOC decided to use computer output on microfiche (COM) as one
medium for its services. COM is a suitable technical solution for large amounts of
information; 10 000 pages of information can be filmed every hour at INPADOC
so that indexes are created without delay.

INPADOC information on the transfer of patents throughout the world
provides a good indication of the worldwide demand for certain technologies, and,
thus, it indicates particular areas in which development work would be useful. It
may also limit the administrative costs in existing patent offices or promote the
establishment of new patent offices on the basis of efficient administrative
models.

The most important services at present offered on microfilm by INPADOC
are the patent family service, the patent classification service, the patent
applicant service, the patent inventor service, the numerical data base service,
and the patent gazette.

Patent family service (Fig. 1)

The patent family service identifies patent documents as being connected by
a common priority claim under the Paris Convention. Through this service, it is
possible to recognize and retrieve all patent documents based on the same
invention. This information can be especially important for developing countries
because, in countries where an invention is not protected by patent, anyone can
freely use the information. Moreover, this service often saves money that would
be spent on translation of patent documents that are all from the same invention.
In other words, technical information contained in a patent document published
in a language that a user does not know can be obtained from a patent document of
the same patent family written in a language familiar to him or her.

This service also provides information about the import-export frequency of
patents, i.e., the relation between the exported national patents (the national
inventions patented in foreign countries) and the imported foreign patents
(foreign inventions imported and patented). This relation is an important
economic factor. The information quarterly is updated continually.
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Patent classification service (Fig. 2)

The patenl classification service identifies patent documents as being
connected by a common symbol of the International Patent Classification (I PC).
One document occurs as often as different IPC symbols have been allotted to it
In this way it is possible to recognize and retrieve all patent documents classified
in the same subdivision of the IPC, thus belonging to the same field of technology.
Based on this service, a worldwide survey on the state of the art in a particular
field can be obtained as well as information on many enterprises working in the
field.

Patent applicant service (Fig. 3)

The patent applicant service identifies patent documents as being connected
by a common applicant or owner. Several documents per applicant or owner are
grouped according to IPC symbols. In this way it is possible to recognize and
retrieve all documents applied for, or owned by, the same person or legal entity.

Patent inventor service (Fig. 4)

The patent inventor service identifies patent documents as being connected
by a common inventor. Several documents per inventor are grouped according to
publication country and IPC symbols. In this way it is possible to recognize and
retrieve all documents filed under the same inventor.

Numerical data base service (Fig. 5)

The numerical data base service identifies patent documents by their
publication country and document number. This service makes it possible to trace
all patent documents that have been published through various procedural steps
(e.g., Offenlegungsachrifl, Auslegeschrift, Patentschrift in the Federal Republic
of Germany).

INPADOC pateni gazette

The INPADOC patent gazette (IPG) is an international equivalent of a
national patent gazette. It gives a simultaneous survey of patent documents from
48 countries and organizations and is published weekly with data on the patent
documents add.ed to the INPADOC data base in the preceding week. The patent
gazette consists of toes parts: a classification part (Fig. 6), an applicant part
(Fig. 7), and a numerical part (Fig. 8).

In principle, the layouts of the three parts of the gazette are similar to the
respective monthly services (patent classification, patent applicant, and nu-
merical data base). However, a further advantage of the gazette is the
simultaneous listing of all equivalences (or patent family members) stored in the
INPADOC data base. Thus, a user who finds one newly received document
difficult or impossible to read in the original language can gain immediate access
to its contents via the indication of an equivalent document. This saves translation
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costs and makes it possible to obtain information about all countries where a
patent for a particular invention has been granted.

All the above services are issued on microfilm and can be subscribed to on a
yearly basis. However, INPADOC also responds to individual requests for the
patent family service; patent classification service; patent applicant service: and
patent inventor service.

INPADOC's patent family file is now also available for on-line networks.
However, past experience has shown that it is also necessary to continue and even
to increase the output by microfiche. It is this combination of on-line service and
microfiche that gives the most efficient access to the data base. Moreover.
INPADOC now has a data base about the legal status of patents. This service will
soon be available on COM and on-line.

INPADOC also runs two tape services that are produced weekly, the
extended data tape and the family data tape. The extended data tape contains the
bibliographic data on all patent documents that have been added to the
INPADOC data base durir 2, the previous week, and the family data tape service
is similar, but it includes additional information concerning patent family
members already recorded in the INPADOC data base.

A copy service is also available so that complete copies of patent documents
can also be supplied either on paper or on continuous numerical series 16mm-roll-
microfilms.

INPADOC maintains one of the largest collections of 16mm-roll-niicrofi!ms
of patent documents in the world, consisting of more than 30 000 rolls, each
containing 200-300 documents.

INPADOC intends to introduce an individual request service and a
subscription service supplying interested customers with paper printouts from the
data base according to specific customer profiles (SDI services). Moreover.
INPADOC acts as central intermediary in the framework of the so-called
CAPRI system (Computerized Administration of Patent Documents Reclassified
According to the IPC). The aim of the CAPRI system is to collect and store the
IPC symbols allotted to patent documents issued back to 1920. giving preference
to the "'minimum documentation" under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT).
In this capacity, INPADOC maintains and runs ihe CAPRI data base organized
by IPC and containing information on about 7 million documents.

INPADOC is also in a position to provide special statistics based on its large
data base. For instance, it would be possible to produce statistics about the
activity on patent applications in a certain field of technology and to draw
conclusions for the future (trend analysis and forecasting). It would also be
possible to assist countries in setting up a new patent documentation system by
providing them with information on the coverage of systems in other countries.

Thus, INPADOC offers a package of services ranging from weekly survey
services to index services organized according to various search criteria. These
services help users effectively employ patent documentation, providing data
quickly, reliably, and at low cost.

It is the hope of INPADOC personnel that its services contribute to closing
the gap of technology between the highly industrialized countries and the
countries of the Third World for the benefit of all humanity.



UNIDO Helps Developing Nations Choose
Technology

Roch T. de Mautort
Industrial Information System, United Nations Industrial Development
Organization, Vienna, Austria

Technology, often the result of massive research, has created one of the
world's multibillion dollar industries through the demand for its transfer to
industrial operations. The United Nations Industrial Development Organization
(UNIDO). committed to the industrialization of the developing countries and
aware that financial problems make knowledge of processes a prerequisite for
their wise selection, created the Industrial and Technological Information Bank
(INTIB).

INTIB came into existence in 1977 by decision of UNIDO's 45-nation
policy making Industrial Development Board for an 18-month trial. As with many
other current UNIDO activities, the decision was a direct result of the Second
General Conference of March 1975 in Lima. Peru, and of the Declaration and
Plan of Action then adopted. Within the main objective of bringing the share of
developing countries in world industrial output to 25% by the year 2000.
UNIDO was expected to use resources provided by a new Industrial Develop-
ment Fund for. among other things, intensification of activities in the devel-
opment and transfer of technology.

Having completed the pilot stage with results described to the Board as
substantial both in volume and quality, INTIB is now a permanent activity
engaged in consolidating its work and extending its activities within the Industrial
Information Section. Due note was taken by the Board of the views of an
independent group of experts that met in February 1979 to review progi ess. The
group, composed of recognized authorities chosen in their own rights from 12
countries, stressed that the achievement of INTIB tasks and the realization of its
mode of operations called for the allocation of sizable technical and financial
resources. In hopes that such resources would be allocated, the group described
INTIB activities as being "in a crucial field in which its services are urgently
required."

In perspective

When INTIB was first proposed by the executive director of UNIDO. Abd-
El Rahman Khane, he suggested that initial operations be tied in with activities in
the industrial sectors outlined at Lima "and perhaps extend to areas in which
consultation meetings are planned, since, taken together, they fall within the
perspective outlined in the Lima Declaration."
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The establishment of a system of international consultations to help bring
about a relocation of productive capacities within developing countries and a new
system of international economic relations was another of the innovations
resulting from the 1975 Conference.

Sectors emphasized at Lima were those processing raw materials exported
by developing countries or consuming "vast quantities of energy." Those
suggested for INTIB's trial were iron and steel, fertilizers, agroindustries. and
agricultural machinery. UNIDO's integrated effort would thus be reflected both
in the systematic and continuous collection, retrieval, and dissemination of
information and in the processing of the information.

In addition to the systematic collection of information available within
UNIDO. action was immediately taken to prepare technological profiles and
manuals: to prepare and dispatch questionnaires: to send missions to selected
countries to study existing facilities: and to draw up agreements for cooperation
with intergovernmental organizations.

Approaches differed for each industrial sector, according to the nature of the
sector, the depth of UNIDO's work in it, and the complexity of issues involved.
Approaches to ascertaining the most critical areas of user requirements for
decision-making information also had to be varied. This aspect has been
continuously monitored so that an information service could be developed linking
with other UNIDO activities and leading eventually to the formulation of
technical assistance programs. The emphasis on user requirements in developing
countries was perforce influenced by limited resources, which had to be used to
bridge the gaps in supply rather than to duplicate the abundant supply already
available on general economic, scientific, trade, and technical matters.

Profiles on technologies possibly providing alternatives cheaper, simpler, or
more appropriate to circumstances than those in advanced countries have been
prepared in each of the sectors, and a network of contacts between information
centres has grown considerably. A questionnaire sent to institutes active in
selected sectors has established links between them and users of information: a
preliminary inventory of indigenous technologies has been made; a roster of
technologies available in some branches of industry has been prepared: and a
clearinghouse has been set up for information on matters related to contracts.

Sectorial activities

In the various sectors there have been other results as well.

Iron and steel: Some information profiles have been prepared on iron and
steel making and on iron and steel casting (including continuous casting), though
lack of staff has caused discontinuation of the abstracting service. Information
gleaned by UNIDO has been reproduced internally and important publications
added to the library.

Information requirements were broadly indicated at the first iron and steel
consultation meeting (February 1977 in Vienna, Austria). Technological profiles
were subsequently prepared as a result on iron making, steel casting, and iron-ore.
They were published in the Development and Transfer of Technology (DTT)
series and submitted to the second consultation meeting at New Delhi, India, in
January 1979. The first consultation also showed requirements for
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• Regular exchanges of information between R&D institutes and laboratories
of developed and developing countries workingon adaptation of steel technology:

• Information about contract procedures and guarantees related to the con-
struction and operation of steel plants and intended to protect the interests of all
parties;

• A survey of techniques, including coal gasification processes, which might
replace coking coal by other fuels and reductants; and

• Promotion of common, regional research facilities to ease free exchanges
of information and experience.

Fertilizers: Two profiles relating to process technologies for nitrogenous and
phosphate fertilizers were published (DTT series) as recommended by the first
consultation meeting. They included description of process flowcharts, com-
parison of processes, ownership of proprietary processes, and licences needed. In
addition, a revised fertilizer manual has been updated for publication.

Requirements emerging from the consultations and the worldwide study are:
• Information on processes, plant, equipment and costs of projects and

equipment;
• Facilities for exchanges between developing countries of experience in

adoption or adaptation of processes and equipment
• Information on the extent and causes of consequential losses in plants and

on reduction of plant costs; and
• Information on contracting conditions or other aspects of negotiations.

Agricultural machinery and implements: DTT profiles have been prepared
on manufacture of hand tools and implements for crop production and on tractor
assembly. Requirements vary considerably according to individual stages of
technological progress and different agricultural practices. A questionnaire to
entrepreneurs and research institutes engaged in design and manufacture showed
that information is wanted on designs, new equipment and developments,
contracts, consultancy and advisory services, process technologies as for casting
and forging machinery, and marketing assistance. An ad hoc Expert Group
Meeting on Pilot Activities (November 1977, Vienna) listed information needs
as also including technology for upgrading industries: links between institutes
and countries engaged in R & D on design and manufacture: and investment
licencing, subcontracting, and transfer of technology.

The same group considered that INTIR should attempt to define what was
being done, by whom, and where, in technological development and manufacture.
At the same time, INTIB should identify organizations and consultants able to
assist in the final selection of technologies appropriate to particular situations.
These views were largely supported at the International Forum on Appropriate
Industrial Technology organized at expert and ministerial levels by UNIDO and
the Government of India at New Delhi and Anand in November 1978.

Agraindustries: Many technologies are applied in subsectors of industry
related to agriculture, dependent on the raw materials and products involved.
INTIB assesses specific needs on a geographic basis, using some results of
previous UNIDO work. As a result of a study mission to the Andean Pact
countries, a study was prepared for internal use on information and consultancy
services dealing with the food industry. Besides indicating needs for information
on raw materials, process know-how, markets, equipment and R&D information
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exchange, it showed that the problem should be dealt with at international and
regional levels. Other studies, on processing cottonseeds and groundnuts, as well
as a report of a regional preparatory meeting for the first consultation on vegetable
oils, also added useful pointers. The regional report called for

• Dissemination of information on agricultural techniques in the region:
• Regional experience-sharing on processes, technological developments,

and manufacture of equipment and
• Collection and dissemination of technoeconomic information on product

derivatives.

TIES to extend services

With the creation of TIES, a Technological Information Exchange System.
INTIB has added to its system the cooperation of 15 countries for special
purposes. The TIES project aims at obtaining access to specialized information
related to the terms and conditions of technology contracts approved by
government regulatory agencies in selected developing countries and at making
this information available to other developing countries on a reciprocal basis.

Heads of technology-transfer registries who met in Vienna early in 1978
agreed to exchange information through UNIDO and to promote further
cooperation among government agencies with direct responsibility for decisions
about technology and investments.

TIES has become an informal association, making UNIDO the focal point
for the collection, analysis, and organization of the material required and for its
retrieval and dissemination among the participating agencies of member coun-
tries. By 1979 information on more than 4000 technology contracts registered in
various countries had been subjected to the agreed processing.

In February 1979 another meeting of heads of national technology registries
or similar institutions was held in Caracas. Venezuela, under the auspices of the
home government Here it was agreed that additional information be exchanged
on policies governing the promotion anc regulation of technological transactions
in various countries.

TIES thus constitutes a significant component of INTIB. providing
information valuable to the decision-making process in developing countries.

Joint patents program

Patent documents contain much industrial information. UNIDO and the
World Intelk-jtual Property Organization (WIPO) have undertaken a joint
action program with the basic aim of establishing links between INTIB and other
systems dealing with this prolific source.

In a further development. UNIDO, WIPO, and the Austrian Patent Office
completed negotiations providing UNIDO witn access to a state-of-the-art
search program using patent information to answer industrial inquiries. Previously
this was conducted by the Austrian Patent Office in cooperation with WIPO
alone. UNIDO's efforts with WIPO are strongly reinforced by the fund of patent
information stored at the International Patent Documentation Center( INPADOC),
Vienna.
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Future INTIB activities related to identification of technologies, particularly
advanced technologies, obtainable from patent documents, will continue in close
collaboration with WIPO.

New energy sources

Growing emphasis on the advantages of developing nonconventional
sources of energy has generated calls for applied research and development on.
and the commercial application of, energy potentials such as wind. sun. biomass.
wood. etc. As a modest beginning, INTIB undertook exploratory work from
which results have included publications entitled Guide to Information Sources
on Non-Conventional Sources of Energy (English with French. Russian, arid
Spanish introductions) (UNIDO/LIB/Ser.D/30) and Technology for Solar
Utilization (DTT series no. 5).

Collection and preliminary analysis have also been undertaken of data from
selected developing countries, as a follow-up to recommendations of the Expert
Group Meeting on Research and Development in Non-conventional Sources of
Energy held in Vienna in May 1977 by the Advisory Committee on the
Application of Science and Technology to Development

Cooperation arrangements

When deciding to initiate a pilot phase of INTIB. the Industrial Develop-
ment Board (decision V| XI] 1977) requested that maximum advantage be taken
of information and expertise available in other United Nations organizations and
other national and international bodies and that the activities be coordinated with
those undertaken in respect of an international network for the exchange of
technological information required by resolution 31/183 adopted by the United
Nations General Assembly on 21 December 1976. The Board's decision was
endorsed by the General Assembly in resolution 32/178 of 19 December 1977.

Arrangements for cooperation have accordingly been made with a number of
organizations, among them the International Labour Organisation (ILO).
WIPO, the Centre for Transnational Corporations, the Organization of American
States (O AS), and the Regional Centre of Transfer of Technology (RCTT) of the
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific. RCTT. which is at
Bangalore, and other United Nations regional centres for transfer of technology
when operational, will be part of the INTIB network.

UNIDO, in cooperation with ILO and with the assistance of the Swedish
International Development Authority (SIDA). is planning a series of joint
technical memoranda on selected industrial sectors.

Finance decision-making

Arrangements are also being made to establish links, particularly for
dissemination of information, with development finance institutes. Such insti-
tutes in developing countries have expressed a desire for access to independent
and reliable sources of information and advice on the comparative costs and
qualities of machinery and equipment, which are the capital component of projects.
In other countries, institutes have suggested that reliable information on
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alternative technologies, with advice on conditions for their acquisition — or the
know-how fee — would be a great help in assessing financial requirements for
projects for which imported technology has to be used.

At a global symposium of industrial development bankers, organized in
Zurich in June ] 979 by UNIDO and the World Bank, one subject of discussion
was the lack of information on alternative technologies, the price of equipment,
and the terms through which technology can be acquired.

Future factors

"Analysis of needs and priorities in each sector is a continuous process in a
continuously changing and dynamic situation." This was the view, reported to the
Board by the executive director, of the Expert Group. It sums up the influence
that, in future, will form INTIB's policies and actions, which are bound to be
closely related to the gathering momentum of industrialization in the developing
countries.

Given appropriate resources. INTIB will expand the number of sectors in
which it has been acq-1iring and assessing technological information and will aim
to provide the follow-up action called for during the consultation meetings on
sectors and on issues affecting all major industries.

The fact that INTIB deals with access to technologies and to the selection
process at the stage preceding acquisition and operation is a distinguishing
characteristic. The role of providing selected, analyzed, and annotated informa-
tion on available alternatives can best be performed when there is dialogue and
negotiation between the technology provider and the user. Although outside the
decision-making process or project implementation. INTIB can increasingly
provide criteria and parameters to aid selection and perhaps to influence planning
of a project. It can also help negotiations by providing information on contractual
implications. Where technology is included in a package deal, appropriate
information from INTIB can improve the ability of a developing country to
separate the cost of know-how from that of hardware, engineering, and other
elements.
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A Worldwide Network for Technological
Information: Recommendations of a UN Study
Vladimir Slamecka
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, USA

This presentation discusses several aspects of the design of a worldwide
network for technological information, a project which I undertook in spring 1979
as senior consultant to the UN secretary-general, under a contract with the UN
Office of Science and Technology.

The idea of such a network goes back several years. At its Seventh Special
Session the UN General Assembly suggested, in resolution 3362. that considera-
tion be given to "the establishment of an international centre for the exchange of
technology information, for the sharing of research findings relevant to
developing countries." Pursuant to this and other recommendations, the 30th
Session of the General Assembly requested the secretary-general, in resolution
3507 (XXX), "to establish an Inier-Agency Task Force...to undertake a
comprehensive analysis with a view to the preparation of a plan for the
establishment of a network for the exchange of technological information."
Established by the secretary-general, the Task Force held five sessions over the
next 2 years, and it pictured the network as " being composed of a large number of
individual nodes and the links between them, the nodes [being| both sources and
users of technological information at the national, regional and international level
in the private or public sector." The Task Force submitted two reports (E/6002
and E/60055) to the 32nd Session of the General Assembly, which then
requested the secretary-general to "develop alternatives for further work on the
network, including time schedules, costs and user-oriented operation sugges-
tions" (resolution 32/178).

My assignment was to respond to this request. Subject to the approval of my
report, the secretary-general intends to submit his recommendations to the
General Assembly at its 34th Session.

Some definitions

I consider the term information resources to refer to the carriers of data,
information, and knowledge. These carriers are of two types: records storing
information externally to the human mind (e.g.. on such physical media as paper,
film, magnetic and electronic devices) and information recorded in the memory of
humans. The two types of carriers differ in a number of important ways: much of
the content of the human mind is discrete data, facts, and information acquired
from experience rather than by formal study. Much evidence exists that this so-
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called experiential knowledge is at least as important in the process of
socioeconomic development as is the codified knowledge contained in external
records of all types.

I use the term information industry to refer to the component of society and
the economy that maintains the information resources. Using an analogy with
other industries. I distinguish several elements of the information industry:
information producers (the generators of information such as scientists, authors,
inventors); information processors (who take the raw product and process it into
consumable goods: publications, data bases, meetings, etc.): information distri-
butors (the wholesalers of the information industry: libraries, museums, reposi-
tories, clearinghouses, and the like): and information retailers (service specialists
who cater to the idiosyncratic information requirement;; of members of ""the
public").

These elements constitute two generic functions: information resource
management (elements 1-3) and information services {element 4). The manage-
ment function traditionally preoccupies most of the information industry's
concerns and activities, as if it were an end in itself: in contrast, serious attention
to the service function is a relatively recent trend. I make this distinction to
emphasize that the design concept of the network for technological information
stresses the role of the information service function.

Next, I use the term clientele to refer to the problem solvers and decision-
makers— the professionals, scientists, managers, and technicians in the realm of
socioeconomic development. The sum of the information industry and its
clientele is the information sector.

The modus operandi of this sector is information systems: these are
organized sets of operations through which the components of the information
industry attain their roles.

Some design premises

One key design premise of the worldwide network for technological
information concerns its purpose, said to be to facilitate the coupling between the
information clientele and information services. The motivation for the network is
thus to place information services — organizations and professionals who
specialize in providing access to information resources and assistance in their use
— at the disposal of problem-solvers and decision-makers in the; ealm of national
socioeconomic development.

This is an important premise, for one can consider numerous other types of
worldwide information networks — networks of problem-solvers, of information
processors, of information systems, of components of information systems, and
so on. However, my thesis is that the most desirable function of a worldwide
information network to serve socioeconomic development is an efficient and
effective link between problem-solvers and information services. I am impressed
by the evidence that the majority of developing countries need assistance in their
efforts to access and apply the existing global knowledge resource: merely saying
that "it is available" is nol adequate, because of the complexity of both the
information resource and the task of mapping it onto the problems in socio-
economic development Information services are the main, if not the only,
mechanism capable of such assistance.

Another key design premise concerns the principal network function, said to
be the ability to forward and store messages between the information clientele and
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the services (i.e., between the network nodes). Messages are defined as
information inquiries and the response to them. Examples of information
inquiries are requests for bibliographic searches, for document delivery, and for a
range of analytic information services appropriate to the client's problem.
Examples of information responses are outputs of bibliographic searches, hard
copies of documents, and any other kind of narrative statements that respond to
information requests. The message storage function is necessary because of the
time differences in the world.

Appropriate to the network design also are assumptions concerning the
network membership. Clearly, membership must be nondiscriminatory with
respect to the UN family of member states, although each member state will
retain the prerogative of joining and recommending organizations for potential
network membership. Equally clearly, however, some boundaries and definitions
on network membership are necessary, particularly during the pilot operation and
evaluation stages. Membership criteria such as probability and frequency of need
for information and quality and competence of an information service will need to
be stipulated and agreed upon in the early development phase.

Another design premise relates to the conditions of prudent use of
information technology in the network. Positing that use of advanced information
technology makes sense if it is economic and acceptable to the network users. I
recommend an incipient application of electronic mail in two areas: computer-
based message switching and telefacsimile. Telefacsimile will initially be
supported only experimentally (anticipating that 5 years from now it will become
the dominant mode of rapid, long-distance delivery of requested documents).
Computer-based message switching, a technology ripe for immediate exploita-
tion, is recommended as the principal mechanism of message transfer and
storage.

The possibility of a 2-3 day turnaround for simple message inquiry and
response (in comparison with 2-3 weeks for turnaround by mail) warrants the
cost difference between computer-based messaging and traditional mail: the cost
of transmitting a 100-word message via the proposed network ranges between
U.S.$0.79 and $1.67 and depends on volume and speed of transmission. In
comparison, alternatives for transmitting 100-word messages (say, between
New York and Singapore) are $4.24 for voice telephone, $4.45 for telex. $3.41
for direct TWX, $0.31 for mail, and $0.14 for an existing worldwide digital
communications network.

Network structure and operations
The network is said to consist of primary and secondary users (nodes). One

property of primary user- is that they have direct access to the network
communications and electronic mail; in contrast, secondary users can access the
network only through one or more primary nodes. Primary nodes serve two
different functions: message input and message referral. Referral nodes handle
information requests that are not addressed and, hence, must be " referred" to one
or more appropriate information service nodes, primary or secondary. (The
response to such an information request will bypass the referral node.) The
network envisages primary referral nodes at the national level and a few at the
regional level; the latter, possibly associated with the UN regional economic
commissions, substitute temporarily for national referral nodes in countries that
for a variety of reasons, are unable to establish primary network nodes within
their borders.
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The operation of the network is relatively simple. All messages (requests and
responses) are entered and stored in electronic form at the primary nodes (input
and referral), using a computer terminal with local storage, printout, and
communications capabilities (a purchase cost of about S5000). A central
network minicomputer, possibly located in the network administrator's office,
regularly (perhaps once a day) places calls to all primary node terminals to collect
their stored messages; it sorts them according to their addresses and forwards
them (during the subsequent call) to their destinations. Message-switching
minicomputers, suitably programed for such an electronic "polling"' service, are
off-the-shelf devices, with a purchasing cost of around $50 000. The develop-
ment of the network telecommunication facility will not be entirely straight-
forward because of differences in the availability of public data networks around
the world: in countries where such facilities are not yet available, the (secondary)
network users will forward their messages to the nearest primary node via
traditional means (voice, telephone, mail, pouch, telex, etc.).

Network development

A recommendation has been made fora 3-year project to design and develop
the worldwide network for technological information, followed by •• 4th year of
pilot operation and evaluation The development phase has several requirements:

• First, a scheme should be devised to describe, in some compatible manner,
information needs and information services, so that the network can perform the
matching and referral functions between an information request and the
appropriate information service(s). Such a scheme may have three elements
allowing a description of the problem in. respectively, subject terms, the type of
information required, aiid the category of service desired. Using such a scheme to
describe the network information services yields a global directory of information
services.

• Second, criteria for the selection of network nodes need to be stipulated
and guidelines formulated for the establishment of national and regional referral
nodes.

• Third, protocols for network operation must be devised, including
specification of procedures through which users will communicate with each
other using the network communication facilities and a mechanism for billing for
services performed. These protocols must be developed cooperatively, allowing
member states to specify the degree of control over the message traffic they wish
to exercise.

• Fourth, the electronic mail communication facility must be designed so
that it takes advantage of the existing public data networks but anticipates the
development of global digital satellite communications. The latter should
ameliorate the unsatisfactory condition of terrestrial communications at the local
level and provide for economic high-speed document delivery.

• Finally, the network should be intensively promoted by member states.
The utility and success of a worldwide information network of this or any other
type depends crucially on a parallel enhancement of national information
infrastructures, particularly (but not exclusively) in the developing countries,
and of other mechanisms that foster and increase the propensity of the problem-
solvers and decision-makers to seek out and use knowledge.
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Concluding remarks

In my opinion, the proposed network for technological information is also
likely to have extended positive effects on the United Nations specialized
information programs. These effects include prompting a degree of organizational
coordination that will result in increased organizational efficiency of the
specialized programs: placing at the disposal of the user constituencies a wider
range of information services, in terms of both functions and subject scope:
resulting in the development and use of compatible communications protocols:
and providing a powerful and economic facility for rapid, international message
transfer. As such, the proposed network presents possibly the least complicated
approach to reversing the growing overhead of organizational complexity of the
highly specialized and structured United Nations information systems, a trend
that many member states view with diffidence.
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The Preparatory Committee for UNCSTD:
Focus on Information
H. Einhaus

UNCSTD Secretariat, United Nations Secretariat, New York, USA

The work accomplished at the Fifth Session of the Preparatory Committee
on the UNCSTD draft program of action and, more particularly, the decisions
arrived at regarding information services are the focus of my report.

The work of the Preparatory Committee was based mainly on a document
(A/CONF.81/PC.28) prepared by the UNCSTD Secretariat constituting a
synthesis of national and regional proposals and on a document (A/CONF.81/
PC/CRP.5) drafted by the Group of 77.

The proposals on which the synthesis was based were contained in some 120
national papers submitted by governments in accordance with the guidelines laid
down at the First Session of the Preparatory Committee of the Conference and on
the recommendations adopted at the five meetings held under the auspices of the
five United Nations regional commissions. It was at these meetings that regional
recommendations for action were adopted by the members of the five regional
commissions. The individual recommendations were originally compiled in a
document entitled Revised outline of the programme of action for the conference
issued under A/33/303/Rev.l and its addenda.

Two main positions were common to most national and regional papers and
characteristic of the attitude of governments to the subject of information. First,
there is evidence, particularly among developing countries, of a great need for
technological information of an operational character, i.e., of a nature drawn from
various scientific, technical, social, and economic disciplines in a mix responding
to the needs of decision-makers and potential investors to help them in the
assessment and application of technology to development Second, there is
clearly apparent a lack of knowledge about existing information facilities
provided by the United Nations system and other organizations and, conse-
quently, very little, if any, reference to these services and their use appears in
either the national or the regional papers.

An important lesson for the United Nations and the organizations of the
United Nations system should be drawn from this latter fact, namely, that we
have practically failed to bring the services and facilities that are available to the
attention of potential users. This is regrettable not only for itself but for the
insufficient feedback from users, which, in my opinion, is an essential prerequisite
for the successful operation of information services.

The argument cannot be made that those concerned with the preparation of
national and regional papers for the Conference were insufficiently representative
of the potential users of scientific and technical information in developing
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countries. The national committees responsible for the preparation of national
papers, as a rule, comprised not only officials from the ministries of planning,
development, science, and industry, but also representatives from technical
universities and colleges, as well as staff working in scientific and technological
research centres and representatives of the productive sector, i.e.. industry and
agriculture. In this regard, some of the draft recommendations agreed upon at the
Fifth Session of the Preparatory Committee are particularly relevant.

The recommendations call first on developed countries to make their
information resources readily accessible to users from developing countiies; to
allow developing countries to use their specialized information systems and to
acquire their publications at reasonable cose and to provide access to information
on technologies, terms and conditions of supply, and local technical and
management requirements. Second, they call for the establishment of a global and
international information network, the concept of which in many ways appears to
be identical with the network for information exchange presented by Vladimir
Slamecka. The system should make full use of any existing specialized
information services particularly those in the United Nations family and consist
of a series of subnetworks in each developing and developed country-

The information to be provided to users through this network should
contribute to problem-solving and to facilitating decision-making on develop-
ment. The network should, under the auspices of the United Nations as global
centra! focal point operate as a channeling mechanism between users and
suppliers of information, relying on national focal points. The national focal point
in each country should have information on all sources of information in its
country.

The network should evolve sequentially, giving priority to information and
data for development of science and technology and the strengthening of national
capacities; information on foreign sources of technology and terms and conditions
of supply; information on sources of foreign capital and its conditions; informa-
tion on institutions, enterprises, and organizations with experience in the use of
science and technology for development

Emphasis should be given to covering scientific, technical, socioeconomic.
legal, and other aspects needed for decision-making in the selection and transfer
of technology, and emphasis should be placed on available technologies;
conditions of licencing; identification of suitable experts, engineering, and
consultancy services.

Although it is likely that in finalizing the text and in eliminating the few
remaining brackets therein, the Conference will introduce some modifications, it
seems to me unlikely that the Conference will wish to change significantly the
general thrust of the recommendations in view of the wide measure of agreement
on this subject
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The UNESCO CDS/ISIS System
M. Pobukovsky

UNESCO, Paris, France

UNESCO's CDS/ISIS (Computerized Documentation System/Integrated
Set of Information Systems) is a generalized computer-based system for
information processing, storage, and retrieval, which was developed in 1975 for
use within the UNESCO Computerized Documentation System.

To develop the present system. UNESCO invested about 8 person-years
and changed about 80% of the ISIS software originally received from ILO.

A completely new on-line subsystem using CICS (Customer Information
Control System) with sophisticated data entry and retrieval facilities was
developed. Printing facilities including photocomposition were extended.

The concept of modularity has been adopted to minimize the costs of
changes that of necessity are introduced from time to time.

One of the principal advantages of CDS/ISIS is that the same set of
computer programs is used to manipulate various data bases, each of which may
be composed of quite different data. This means that expensive reprograming
need not be done each time a new project is undertaken thai involves the
establishment of a new data base.

One of the most pressing problems in the field of information storage and
retrieval is that of data exchange between cooperating institutions. In many
instances, data bases produced by other institutions could be used to expand and
enhance an existing data base. To take advantage of data produced externally, the
receiving institution must convert the incoming data into its own processing
format

To facilitate the exchange of information between different systems, the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has developed a standard
format for data interchange (ISO/2709-1973. Documentation — Formal for
Bibliographic Information Interchange on Magnetic Tape). Although it was
designed originally for bibliographic data, a much more general use can be made
of it to transmit virtually any kind of data.

ISIS supports transmission of data in the ISO standard format. A program
facility is provided that allows the user to convert ISO-formated data directly into
the ISIS internal storage format. Similarly, a program is provided that creates an
output file in ISO-format from any standard ISIS data base.

ISIS has a comprehensive collection of programs for input, management
and output running in batch or on-line modes. The key to the systems is the file
structure, consisting of a number of computer files that are logically related but
physically distinct The structure lets users add, modify, and delete whole or parts
of records in a batch or an on-line mode, keep the data base current through
updating of the master file and other files, and search for and retrieve information
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in either mode through the use of search terms and Boolean expressions. The file
structure also lets users gain access to the master file via any element in the data
base; build indexes from key words, thesaurus terms, or free texts: specify sorting
and printing instructions, and create a variety of print formats for specialized
types of output such as reports, catalogues, indexes, or special forms.

As ISIS is an integrated system, data entered can be used in any number of
processes. During on-line operation, users are guided and prompted at their
terminal by the system. The system runs on IBM 360. 370. or 303 X computers
and on RIAD 1035. 1040. 1060 computers.

The following data bases are currently operated under CDS/ISIS at
UNESCO:

CDS — UNESCO documents and publications, UNESCO library
acquisitions

DARE — experts, institutions, research projects, documents, and jour-
nals in the field of social sciences

ISORID — research projects and reports in the field of library', documenta-
tion, and archives

EDFAC — basic references on educational facilities
IEEN — experts and institutions in the field of environmental education

UNEP — industry and environment (operated by the Paris office of
UNEP)

CDTHES — UNESCO Thesaurus
DESDATA — project descriptive data
PERPROF — personnel roster.

In response to interest shown in the CDS/ISIS system. UNESCO is making
the package available to organizations in member states and in the UN family
without charge (see the list of CDS/ISIS installations. Table 1).

Following agreement to transfer CDS/ISIS and prior to the actual instal-
lation, project personnel of the receiving institution are familiarized with the
operation of the system, normally through a 3-week semiannual training course
that has been organized for z number of years by UNESCO in the spring (April-
May) and fall (October-November), usually in Paris.1 The language of a course
may be either English or French, depending on the background of the participants.
The course is designed to enable the attendees to install and begin using the
package in a relatively short time. Hence, considerable time is spent at guided
practical work, touching upon all the major system components.

After installation of the system and initial operations, usually carried out by
the project personnel with the assistance of a short evaluation mission of an expert
from UNESCO, the new installation should be autonomous and require no more
direct assistance.

However, UNESCO ensures close contact with CDS/ISIS users con-
cerning maintenance and updating of the system. All users are regularly kept
informed of system developments by circular letters. UNESCO maintains a
special CDS/ISIS system maintenance data base (SMDB) where all system
changes are recorded; listings and indexes of this data base are regularly sent to all
users. Follow-up is provided in one or more of the following ways:

'The next CDS/ISIS training course is going to be organized in the Philippines —
Institute of Library Sciences, University of the Philippines: Thailand — Asia institute of
Technology; Malaysia — University of Sciences: India — Centre for Development of
Instructional Technology, the Indian Statistical Institute, and the National Information
System for Science and Technology.
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Table I. CDS/ISIS installations.

National organizations
Brazil Ministerio da Agricultura, Biblioteca Nacional de Agriculture —

BINAGRI

Bulgaria Central Institute for Scientific and Technical Information (CISTI)

Canada DepL of Industry. Trade and Commerce

Ontario Ministry of Education. ONTERIS

The University of Calgary. University Library

Peru Petroleos del Peru

Poland Management Organization and Development Institute (MODI)

Institute for Scientific. Technical and Economic Information(IINTE)

Technical University of Wroclaw

Senegal Centre national de documentation scientifique et technique (CNDST)

Sweden Ab Bofors

USA Princeton University. Population Index

USSR The USSR State Public Library for Science and Technology
(SPLST)

Yugoslavia National and University Library. University Computing Centre.
Zagreb

International organizations

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development Organization

• Visits of UNESCO experts at the various installations:
• Technical advice by mail, telex, or telephone: and
• Regular shipment of new system releases and related up-to-date documen-

tation to every installation.
A complete set of system documentation, which is also used as support

material during CDS/ISIS training courses, consists at present of the following
manuals:

• CDS/ISIS: A General Description, which is an introductory, nontechnical
manual giving a general yet fairly complete description of the functional
capabilities of the system (36 p.);

• CDS/ISIS: Terminal Operator Manual, which is designed for terminal
operators' reference, giving a complete description of the on-line data entry and
search processors: ;t includes a complete explanation of system messages and
operator responses to each message (100 p.);

• CDS/ISIS: Reference Manual, which is designed for systems analysts"
reference; it contains a technical system description, program parameters, and
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JCL. catalogue procedures, files, and record formats, as well as quick reference
tables (240 p.);

• CDS/ISIS: System Installation Manual, which describes in detail the
system generation procedures and contains guidelines for the tailoring of the
system to a particular computer installation: CICS system generation parameters
required by CDS/ISIS are also fully described (47 p.): and

• CDS/ISIS Photocomposition Manual, which is now available for
general distribution. The ocher four manuals are normally distributed only to the
institutions receiving the package.

AH manuals are maintained in machine-readable form and regularly updated
as new features and system changes are implemented. The manuals are stored on
the system tape together widi the CDS/ISIS programs and catalogued pro-
cedures. In addition to the manuals described above. UNESCO also issues
Technical Notes to cover specific technical topics, guidelines, and procedures
concerning the system.

The following CDS/ISIS system developments are foreseen by UNESCO:
• Extend data file capabilities to an unlimited number of rpcords;
• Update data base in real time:
• Extend capabilities of the system to specific library applications (acquisi-

tions, periodicals, circulation, etc.): and
• Extend capabilities of the system to handle the factographic data.

Discussion

John Woolstom One or two of the distinguished delegates have mentioned the
minicomputer version of ISIS, which was developed by IDRC in Canada: we call
it MINISIS to maintain the family relationship!

IDRC began to get involved in these computer-software questions in 1973.
We then realized that, for our head office in Ottawa, we needed a system to
manage our library and to provide a capacity for information storage and
retrieval. We also found that developing countries were asking our advice when
they were seeking to install systems for computerized information storage and
retrieval — or library management And we could not respond very well when we
did not have relevant experience ourselves, and we lacked the necessary
professional competence in house.

After looking at a number of competitive systems, we selected ISIS. (In
1973, ISIS was still managed by the International Labour Office; this was before
the general responsibility was transferred to UNESCO.) The main reasons for
choosing ISIS, apart from its meeting our technical requirements, were that it was
being managed by an international agency; that improvements to the software
were being added regularly; that it was in the public domain and therefore would
be available to all member states, including developing countries, free of charge.
There would be costs for installation, but, in taking ISIS, developing countries
would not be required to pay a fee to a commercial organization.

So we signed an agreement with ILO, and we installed ISIS in Ottawa. We
also helped to make installations in Santiago de Chile, in Cartago, Costa Rica,
and in Islamabad, Pakistan. In cooperation with ILO, we helped put an
installation in Kuwait; under different arrangements, we also helped put one in
Manila in the Philippines. But we began to see that although ISIS worked well —
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it performed as it was supposed to perform — there were one or two problems.
The main problem was the availability of an appropriate computer. In Ottawa, we
did not have a big computer, so we had to buy time in somebody else's computer.
That cost money, and it was not particularly cheap. And, because we were a
minority customer in the big computer, the people who managed the computer
were not able to give us as much attention as we thought we deserved. Several of
the developing-country installations were faced with the same problem. We
realized that, in the developing countries, many of the applications were small
ones, and it was difficult to justify making use of such a capital-intensive facility.
So, in 1976, we decided that we would try to write another version of ISIS, one
that would operate on a minicomputer, which is, of course, much cheaper.

We tested several different manufacturer's minicomputers, and we decided
that the one made by Hewlett-Packard, the Hewlett-Packard 3000, was the one
that was most convenient for this purpose. Then we went ahead and wrote the set
of computer programs that as far as possible, would perform the same functions
as ISIS.

MINISIS has been operating in Ottawa since January 1978. What we were
able to do, with remarkably little difficulty, was to take the data base that we had
constructed in ISIS, transfer it to MINISIS, and go on using it and adding to it.

The principal functions are the library-management 'unctions, like acquisi-
tions, the building of a data base, retrieval from the data base, and a few
housekeeping things like making modifications to data bases. Since our system
has become operational, a number of organizations have approached us, and we
have agreed to make it available to them under licence. These include, first of all.
our long-time friends and partners at the International Labour Office, who are
now making a conversion to MINISIS. They also include the Agricultural
University of the Netherlands at Wageningen, the Academy of Sciences of the
USSR in Moscow, the Ministry of Agriculture of Tunisia, and three other
organizations in Canada.

Quite a number of other licences are now under discussion. We use the
licence formula mainly because we want to ensure that all the users cooperate
with each other in improving the MINISIS set of programs. Tru; licence
agi eement provides that anybody who makes any improvement to the system, or
adds a new module to the system, is required to make it available to us. Then, if in
consultation with the other licencees, we decide that it is of general utility, we
make it available to the whole community.

I do believe that, there is already a very high level of compatibility between
ISIS and MINISIS. Some aspects remain a little different — for example,
the command language used at the terminal. But Mr Pobukovsky and I have
used the opportunity this week to talk about those things, and we hope that
we can bring ISIS and MINISIS even closer together. From the most important
point of view, namely the transferability of data bases, it is perfectly correct to
consider these as systems within the same family. We do intend to continue to
work closely with UNESCO, which manages the most modern version of ISIS,
and with ILO, which now has experience with both ISIS and MINISIS.

So now one has a choice: ISIS or MINISIS. Either can be used to develop a
data base; the data base may be bibliographic, or it may be on projects, on people,
on institutions, on equipment Both systems are essentially in the public domain:
UNESCO's ISIS for big computers and big operations; IDRC's MINISIS for a
minicomputer. The choice can be made on the basis of the size of the operation
and the availability of particular equipment
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Conclusions

The Seminar on International Cooperative Information Systems was held in
Vienna. 9-13 July 1979. This Seminar was attended by senior officials and
scientists from developing countries as well as representatives from several UN
information systems and other specialized information services. During this
Seminar, the participants were informed about and discussed the following:

• Various international cooperative information systems and networks such
as INIS. the International Nuclear Information System, operated by the
International Atomic Energy Agency; AGRIS. the International Information
System for the Agricultural Sciences and Technology, operated by the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the Uniied Nations: INFOTERRA. an Inter-
national Referral System, operated by the United Nations Environment Programme;
TCDC/INRES. the Information Referral System for Technical Cooperation
among Developing Countries, operated by the United Nations Development
Programme; POPIN. the Population Information Network; DEVSIS. the Devel-
opment Sciences Information System: INPADOC. the International Patent
Documentation Center.

• Some specialized information systems and services such as CDS/ISIS.
Computerized Documentation System/Integrated Set of Information Systems.
operated by UNESCO: Cassava Information Centre, operated by Centro
Internacional de Agricultura Tropical (Cali. Colombia);

• Computer programs for information processing, particularly INIS/AGRJS
(IAEA/FAO). CDS/ISIS (UNESCO), and MINISIS (IDRC): and

• UNISIST II (Intergovernmental Conference on Scientific and Tech-
nological Information for Development) and UNCSTD.

Having in mind the vital importance of information for overall development
related recommendations of the preparatory work for UNCSTD. and needs of
developing countries, the participants have noted with interest the experience of
the international cooperative type of information systems. Such systems have the
potential of contributing to development because:

• All participating countries have access to the compiled information that is
contributed by each of them;

• Management of these systems is carried oui by participating member
states through UK organizations: and

• The stock of their information is available for utilization for mission-
oriented purposes.

Although recognizing the achievements of the existing systems as well as
those of other networks and specialized services, the participants have concluded
there are changes necessary to increase effectiveness in the systems:
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On the national level

• Each country should have a policy on scientific and on technological
information as an integral part of its overall science and technology policy for
development to maximize the national utilization of the world stock of knowledge:

• National science and technology information infrastructures should be
developed and strengthened so that each country can collect, process, and
disseminate information of importance to it whether the information has been
generated inside or outside the country, and all countries should have access to
and be capable of utilizing information systems:

•All countries should participate in international cooperative information
systems and also utilize other existing UN information systems:

• National infrastructures concerned with extension services should be
strengthened so that they are able to interpret, digest, consolidate, and disseminate
the information to users in the various sectors of the national economy:

• AH activities of national information infrastructures should be geared to
respond to the needs of their users and to improve continuously through feedback
from them.

On the international level

• The UN has set up a large number of information systems and services, a
number of which are of the cooperative type. However, there is a need for
harmonization, evaluation, and better utilization of ihese systems in accordance
with the recommendations made by UNISISTII and the Preparatory Committee
for UNCSTD;

• UN information systems should provide more specific information
services to meet the needs of users in developing countries:

• Because of the efforts and costs to the international community to
maintain existing international cooperative information systems there is a need to
promote the utilization of such systems especially in developing countries by
providing relevant training programs; providing support for infrastructure
development of national information systems: and making available the
products, other than those (Tee of charge, for purchase against payment in local
currencies;

• All UN information systems should improve their document delivery
services and aim at providing information in a form or language most suitable to
users in developing countries.
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